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Executive Summary 

Online platforms have gained importance in the past couple of years. They are present all over the world 

and in many sectors of the economy. Their main purpose is to facilitate transactions between various 

user groups. Hence, online platforms can be defined as online spaces in which users are brought 

together by a platform operator, in order to facilitate an interaction (the exchange of information, a 

commercial transaction, etc.). In contrast to other business models, online platforms usually do not 

produce the product or service or own the asset that is being exchanged between users; they are asset-

light.  

Platform business models possess distinctive characteristics. Network effects, data analysis, and 

economies of scale allow them to grow large quickly. In many markets, these characteristics exert 

extensive effects on competition. Once online platforms reach a critical mass of users, network effects 

can lead to their self-enforcing growth, and in many cases their dominant market position. This situation 

places a responsibility on those dominant platforms not to distort competition, particularly in cases 

where a platform performs the role of “gatekeeper” between its various user groups, and its actions can 

therefore produce effects on the competitive environment within a specific market.  

Differentiated treatment of business users is one way in which online platforms can distort competition. 

In this context, differentiated treatment refers to the application of dissimilar conditions to similar 

business users, goods or services. The main focus of this paper is on business users of platforms and, 

therefore, it mainly refers to intra-platform competition, which includes preferencing certain types of 

business users. In that sense, the vertical integration of online platforms is relevant for such platform 

behaviour if the platform acts both as a platform operator and as a platform business user. In the case 

of e-commerce, this means that an online marketplace operator also sells its own products via the 

platform. Differentiated treatment can also mean exclusionary leveraging which can occur in inter-

platform competition. This is not fully covered by this study because such an analysis has to take into 

account businesses that are not active on the platform. Nevertheless, a platform entering the market of 

its own business users and favouring its own new offers on the platform in order to gain market power 

is also a form of exclusionary leveraging which is indeed covered by this study.  

Differentiated treatment can affect competition in two ways. First, if a platform’s differentiated 

treatment disadvantages certain business users, it influences competition between business users. 

Second, competition can also be influenced by so-called “self-preferencing” on the part of vertically 

integrated platforms. Such businesses not only operate the platform but are also business users of the 

platform – for instance, they sell their own products via the marketplace. Vertical integration is desirable 

for online platforms because it enables them to develop new revenue streams and exploit opportunities 

that arise from analysing data generated by the platform. The inherent danger of vertical integration 

lies in the opportunity it provides the platform to abuse its favourable position. Since the platform 

directly controls the ecosystem in which it competes alongside independent business users, it could 

employ the rules to its own advantage. 
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MOTIVATION FOR DIFFERENTIATED TREATMENT  

Differentiated treatment can take several forms. Besides differentiated treatment with respect to 

ranking, pricing or data access, it can also include the blocking of a business user’s products or services 

or their account. Furthermore, some online platforms apply differentiated terms and conditions or offer 

different customer support. 

Generally, the characteristics of online platforms allow new entrants that offer a more attractive product 

or service to challenge incumbent platforms – even those in dominant positions. To avoid this, 

incumbent online platforms constantly need to innovate. Another way to remain competitive in this 

type of market is to expand into other markets. In this way, platforms can avoid being dependent on a 

single product, service or market, and thus reduce the likelihood of being driven out of a given market 

by a new entrant. Another way in which a platform can seek to remain competitive is to improve its 

own market position or to limit the threat of market entry by rival platforms. Differentiated treatment 

in its various forms can be a means to this end. In addition, differentiated treatment can be generally 

beneficial to an online platform that wants to increase its sales, market share or profit. Most online 

platforms are profit-oriented enterprises. Accordingly, the main objective of such enterprises is to 

maintain or increase the revenue generated.  

Reasons for the differentiated treatment of business users by online platform can generally be grouped 

in two categories: 

⎯ Regulatory or technical necessities: the legal framework within which the platform operates, or 

the specific technical requirements of different business users (such as specific hardware or 

software) may give rise to differentiated treatment. In such cases, differentiated treatment may 

not constitute intentionally discriminatory behaviour on the part of the platform, but may 

instead be a response to these specific circumstances.  

⎯ Increasing revenue: a platform may engage in differentiated treatment in an attempt to increase 

its revenue via a rise in market share or sales, or by expanding into other markets, improving 

its gatekeeping position, lowering its own costs, increasing the fees paid by business users, as 

well as offering loyalty rewards or “mainstreaming”, i.e. adjusting content to match the 

preferences of the majority of users. These motivations can explain many types of 

differentiating behaviour, including: blocking listings or accounts; manipulating rankings or 

prices; restricting access to data or installing technical barriers to business users; and 

differentiated terms and conditions or customer support.  

EXTENT AND TYPES OF DIFFERENTIATED TREATMENT 

A self-administered online business user survey provides some insights into the types of differentiated 

treatment experienced by business users within the European Union. Of the 1,667 respondents, almost 

65% strongly agreed or agreed with the statement “The platform treats all its business users in an 

unbiased and fair way”. An additional 22% partly agreed with this statement. Furthermore, 

respondents predominantly agreed that they had access to data collected by the platform (70% strongly 

agreed or agreed; another 19% partly agreed) whilst it was not specified in the survey what the data 

collected by the platform entailed. Of the business users surveyed, around 61% regarded the contractual 

terms and conditions of the platform they used as fair and almost 55% agreed to the statement that they 

were able to negotiate the terms and conditions. 66% rated the prices charged by the platform as 
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adequate (in all cases, the figures include those who “Strongly agree” or “Agree”). Regarding these 

experiences with the platform, however, some noteworthy differences with respect to the size of the 

businesses exist in the survey. In fact, compared to all 1,667 respondents, small businesses with between 

1 and 9 employees especially experienced problems to negotiate the terms and conditions.1 They were 

also less likely to easily obtain help and guidance by the platform.2  

Furthermore, the approval with the statement that the platform treats all business users fair and 

unbiased was lowest in the group of businesses with less than 10 employees. But still more than 60% of 

that group regarded the treatment as fair. Nevertheless, a significant number of business users at least 

partly disagreed with this statement: More than 22% partly disagreed, 5.7% disagreed and almost 1.7% 

strongly disagreed. These respondents were then asked to detail how the platform had not treated them 

in an unbiased and fair way. Most respondents mentioned the placement of advertising (55%). It was 

not further specified in the questionnaire what this entailed exactly. Hence, both paid rankings and the 

general placement of advertisements on the platform are likely relevant in this context. Other types of 

differentiated treatment reported included the pricing of platform services, the ranking of listings, and 

the blocking of offerings or access to data. Small businesses with less than 10 employees less often 

experienced biased rankings or placements of listings and less often experienced problems regarding 

the access to data collected by the platform compared to the full survey sample. Large businesses with 

more than 249 employees less often experienced restrictions regarding the access to software functions 

and the blocking of offerings. In comparison with the full sample, medium-sized businesses with 

between 10 and 49 employees more often experienced problems to access the data collected by the 

platform as well as problems with the access to software functions. 

DIFFERENTIATED TREATMENT OF APP DEVELOPERS 

Applications for mobile devices (‘apps’) are developed for a specific operating system and must be 

distributed to the users of mobile devices. The distribution of apps is to a large extent carried out via 

‘app stores’. App stores and operating systems can both be characterised as digital platforms. Apple 

produces both the hardware and software for its devices, and hence has a great influence on the 

distribution of apps for its devices. In fact, the Apple App Store is the only (and hence dominant) app 

store for iOS. Every app that a consumer wishes to install must first be certified by Apple. Android, in 

contrast, has been developed through the cooperation of large manufacturers of mobile devices, among 

others. Accordingly, there exist multiple app stores for Android, e.g. independent app stores and app 

stores implemented by device manufacturers. Google Play Store, however, remains the dominant app 

store. The development of dominant platforms within the app store market is due to the reinforcing of 

positive indirect network effects. The more consumers use an app store, the more attractive it becomes 

for developers to distribute their apps through this store, and vice versa. High market shares, and the 

fact that the platforms offer their own apps, can make differentiated treatment a serious problem for 

individual app developers, as well as distorting competition and harming innovation. 

Since Apple and Google offer their own apps in their app stores, both platforms are vertically integrated. 

Self-preferencing, as well as other forms of differentiated treatment, are therefore possible. In order to 

 

1 Regarding the full sample, 54.7% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement that the business was able to negotiate the 

contractual terms and conditions, but only 32.2% of the businesses with between 1 and 9 employees agreed with this statement. 

2 69.2% of the full sample easily obtained help and guidance, but only 54.1% of small businesses agreed with this statement.  
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identify the forms of differentiated treatment experienced by business users, interviews were conducted 

in addition to the online survey mentioned above.  

Of the business users surveyed, 653 respondents used the services of a platform to distribute apps or 

other software. Most of these respondents also use platforms for other purposes, e.g. selling products 

or other services, or listing accommodation. Their assessment of the occurrence of differentiated 

treatment, therefore, might not be solely related to app stores, but could also stem from their use of 

other platforms. To mitigate this bias, our analysis is restricted to those business users that distribute 

apps, but do not sell goods or services or list accommodation via online platforms. Applying this 

criterion results in only 31 business users able to be considered, thus limiting the validity of any 

conclusions drawn. Of those 31 respondents, more than 50% claimed that their relationship with the 

platform was fair– a lower share than if the sample of 653 or even the entire sample is considered. This 

may indicate that differentiated treatment is a problem in app stores. Nevertheless, among the 31 

business users only eight disagreed with the statement that “the platform treats all its business users in 

an unbiased and fair way” (including both “Disagree” and “Partly agree, partly disagree”). Only three 

users claimed that the platform favoured its own goods or services.  

To gain qualitative insights into differentiated treatment, in addition to the survey, 23 interviews were 

conducted. App developers and publishers accounted for 15 of these interviews3; their respective 

associations accounted for six. The remaining two interviews were conducted with Google and Apple, 

as the largest providers of app stores. Small app developers in particular acknowledged the 

opportunities platforms offered them to distributing their apps to consumers. However, 16 interviewees 

mentioned problems with differentiated treatment by platforms. Among these 16 interviewees, 13 were 

businesses users.4 Furthermore, 12 interviewees claimed the platform favoured its own products or 

services. Ten of the interviewees that experienced self-preferencing were business users and two 

represented developer’s associations.5 Generally, app developers in the interviews feared being blocked 

by the platform and hence losing customers. They also feared that the platform could enter and 

dominate their market. Other forms of differentiated treatment mentioned by interviewees included 

impeding business users that offer substitutes to the platform’s own products or services; denying 

access to data; or the mandatory use of platform services. Technical barriers, better customer support 

for large business users, and terms and conditions that favour the platform were also reported as issues. 

Platforms may, however, have legitimate reasons for applying some forms of differentiated treatment 

– for example, if they wish to maintain certain levels of customer experience and quality. Hence, a case-

by-case analysis must be conducted in order to determine whether the respective differentiated 

treatment is justified. An efficient redress mechanism is also important for business users to limit the 

negative consequences of platform actions such as the delisting of apps. In interviews, it is claimed that 

larger businesses enjoyed greater opportunities to reach out to the platform in order to have their 

problems solved. This was expressed by one platform, app developer’s associations and small, medium 

and large businesses. 

 

3 Five of these 15 business users represented businesses with less than 10 employees. Two interviewees represented a business 

with between 10 and 49 employees and three from a business with between 50 and 249 employees. Large businesses with more 

than 249 employees accounted for five interviews.  
4 The two interviewed business users that did not experience differentiated treatment spoke for a company with less than 10 

employees and one with between 50 and 249 employees, respectively. 

5 Among the business users that experienced self-preferencing were five businesses with more than 249 employees, two with 

between 50 and 249 employees, two with between 10 and 49 employees and one with between 1 and 9 employees. 
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In general, the results of the online survey and interviews indicate that differentiated treatment by app 

store platforms does indeed occur, that it takes several forms, but is not a predominant issue for the 

sampled survey participants. As noted above, the sample size is too small to draw any quantitatively 

backed conclusions. 

DIFFERENTIATED TREATMENT OF E-COMMERCE BUSINESS USERS 

E-commerce plays an increasingly important role for consumers in Europe. Most businesses that offer 

web sales do so via their own website, but many also use online platforms (i.e. online marketplaces). Of 

all online retailers in the EU-28 with at least 10 employees, 40% sell via online platforms.6 Hence, many 

European businesses frequently interact with this type of business model. Generally, two types of 

business models used by online marketplaces can be differentiated. Platforms can be either vertically 

integrated or non-vertically integrated. The former includes a retail arm in addition to the platform. In 

contrast, non-vertically integrated online marketplaces are pure platform businesses. While market 

shares are difficult to determine, Amazon is the most important online marketplace in several European 

countries, as well as the United States. 

In the online survey mentioned above, nearly two-thirds of e-commerce respondents stated that they 

were completely or very dependent on online platforms. However, a clear majority of all respondents 

68% strongly agreed or agreed that the online platform which was most important for their business 

treated its business users in a fair and unbiased manner. This is in line with the results for the entire 

sample (see above). The statement “My business can easily access the data collected by the platform 

that is important for my business”, which focusses on data access as a specific type of differentiated 

treatment, yields a similar result. This result does not point to a widespread occurrence of differentiated 

treatment. Furthermore, around two-thirds of respondents strongly agreed or agreed that many other 

business users on the platform offered products similar to their own. Hence, competition among 

business users appears high.  

Of those respondents who indicated that they had experienced differentiated treatment by a platform, 

the placement of advertising was the type most frequently cited (specified by around 62% of this group). 

The second most common type was the ranking of listings. The pricing of the platform’s services came 

in third. The interviews conducted with e-commerce business users confirmed the relevance of 

differentiated treatment in the form of manipulated ranking results, as well as a lack of access to data. 

Vertical integration of e-commerce platforms can have an influence on differentiated treatment. Nearly 

53% of e-commerce respondents whose main platform offered the same or similar products indicated 

self-preferencing by the platform. While there are limitations to this result since the survey was not 

representative, it provides a strong indication of it in markets with vertically integrated online 

marketplaces. The e-commerce business users interviewed did not agree on differentiated treatment of 

 

6 Eurostat. (2019, November 22). E-commerce sales (isoc_ec_eseln2). Retrieved from 

https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=isoc_ec_eseln2&lang=en. All enterprises with at least 10 employees 

(without financial sector). 

 

https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=isoc_ec_eseln2&lang=en
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vertically integrated platforms, however. While some said they had observed self-preferencing, others 

stated that they had not.  

According to the survey, conflicts sometimes occur between e-commerce platforms and their business 

users, although the survey does not provide information on the evolvement over time. 57 percent of the 

surveyed e-commerce business users had experienced a disagreement with the platform they most 

frequently used at least once-. These conflicts range from disputes over technical problems or a lack of 

transparency in the platform’s data policy, to sudden price changes or discrimination through pricing. 

Most of the business users affected, namely 47 percent, had complained to the online platform in order 

to resolve the problem. Overall, the non-representative survey showed that 87 percent of the conflicts 

the respondents experienced with e-commerce marketplaces could be completely resolved. Challenges 

mentioned by the interviewees regarding the redress process generally centred on the standardised way 

in which platforms dealt with complaints or requests. Several interviewees mentioned that their 

complaints or requests were answered by automated systems instead of humans, the replies often not 

capturing the essence of the complaint or request completely.  

CONCLUSION 

This paper demonstrates that differentiated treatment by online platforms – defined as applying 

dissimilar conditions to similar business users – can occur for different reasons. On the one hand, the 

technical or regulatory framework can make such platform behaviour necessary. On the other hand, 

online platforms can use differentiated treatment to increase their revenues. This includes platform 

behaviour that aims at increasing the benefits for the consumers, e.g. by offering individualized services 

or ensuring a high quality of the facilitated transactions. However, differentiated treatment can also aim 

at increasing revenue for the platform without benefits for the consumers. In such cases, differentiated 

treatment obstructs competition between the business users of online platforms and – in case of 

vertically integrated platforms – between business users and the platform itself. According to the data 

collected for this paper, vertically integrated platforms seem to possess a stronger incentive to apply 

such behaviour than non-integrated platforms. The evidence gathered in the context of this paper 

pointed to occasional instances of differentiated treatment of business users. However, due to the non-

representative sample of the survey analysed, its results need to be interpreted carefully and should be 

complemented by a broader evidence base before firm policy conclusions can be drawn.  
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1 Introduction 

Online platforms and their effect on the functioning of competition are increasingly discussed in the 

European Union by antitrust authorities, researchers, policymakers and the general public. The reason 

for this development lies in the rapid growth of online platforms, some of which have risen to become 

dominant players in certain markets within very short periods of time. Examples include Facebook 

within the market of social networks, Google within general online searches, Amazon within e-

commerce, and Apple and Google (Alphabet) within operating systems for mobile devices. This market 

power has allowed the companies behind these platforms to become the most valuable businesses 

worldwide7, prompting discussion as to whether platforms such as Google are essential facilities8 and 

should therefore be regulated accordingly. 

Although online platforms are the subject of broad discussion, no common, shared definition exists as 

to what an online platform9 entails. In order to lay a foundation for this analytical paper, the following 

definition is henceforth applied: such platforms are “online spaces where users are brought together by 

a platform operator in order to facilitate an interaction (exchange of information, a commercial 

transaction, etc.)”10. Accordingly, at the core of a platform is an operator that facilitates transactions 

between different users. A platform in its purest form, therefore, is an asset-light business11 because it 

concentrates on bringing together users, mostly from different user groups, without producing the 

product or service being exchanged, or owning the assets. Airbnb, for example, does not own the 

accommodation it offers via its app and website. This makes it easy for the platform to add new users 

on either side – renters and property owners – at very little cost, and thereby expand its business. Some 

platforms, however, do not rely simply on facilitating transactions, but also act as a transaction partner 

on their own platform. Amazon is an example of such a ‘vertically integrated’ platform. This enterprise 

offers business sellers the opportunity to sell their products on its marketplace, but among other 

activities, also sells its own products using the marketplace.  

The success of online platforms is mainly due to the fact that they are able to reduce transaction costs 

for their users. Users aim to interact with other users, while the platform specialises in matching these 

users together. The easier it is for users to get in touch with each other via the platform, the more 

transactions are facilitated, and the more the platform benefits from any transaction fees it charges. 

 

7 EY. (2019, July 9). Börsenranking: US-amerikanische Digitalkonzerne eilen davon – deutsche Unternehmen verlieren an Bedeutung 

[Press release]. Retrieved from https://www.ey.com/de/de/newsroom/news-releases/ey-20190705-boersenranking-us-

amerikanische-digitalkonzerne-eilen-davon-deutsche-unternehmen-verlieren-an-bedeutung  

8 European Parliament. (2019, January 25). Competition, data and the market power of digital platforms — is data an essential facility? 

The tools competition authorities can use to restore fair competition. Retrieved from 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/E-8-2019-000408_EN.html  

9 Demary, V., & Rusche, C. (2018). The Economics of Platforms. IW-Analysen, No. 123, Cologne, Germany: Institut der deutschen 

Wirtschaft Medien GmbH 
10 European Commission. (2016). Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic 

and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions: Online platforms and the digital single market opportunities and challenges for 

Europe. COM (2016) 288 final, Brussels: European Commission 

11 Demary, V., & Rusche, C. (2018). The Economics of Platforms. IW-Analysen, No. 123, Cologne, Germany: Institut der deutschen 

Wirtschaft Medien GmbH 

https://www.ey.com/de/de/newsroom/news-releases/ey-20190705-boersenranking-us-amerikanische-digitalkonzerne-eilen-davon-deutsche-unternehmen-verlieren-an-bedeutung
https://www.ey.com/de/de/newsroom/news-releases/ey-20190705-boersenranking-us-amerikanische-digitalkonzerne-eilen-davon-deutsche-unternehmen-verlieren-an-bedeutung
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/E-8-2019-000408_EN.html
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Online platforms, in this respect, are especially successful due to economies of scale, their opportunity 

to analyse data generated by the platform, and the presence of network effects.12 Economies of scale 

enable the platform to grow easily. Once the platform is established, additional users can be served at 

virtually zero cost. Data analysis, for example of customer behaviour and previous transactions, is used 

by platforms to improve the quality of matches and consequently to make the platform more attractive 

for users. A vertically integrated platform is, in this respect, able to benefit from these data if it adapts 

its own offerings according to the success factors revealed by its own data analysis. Positive network 

effects (direct and indirect) make the platform attractive to additional users once a critical mass of users 

has been achieved.13   

The combination of network effects, economies of scale and data analysis open up the possibility of 

rapid growth of online platforms, and of the rapid attainment of market power. In achieving a dominant 

market position, however, platforms acquire a responsibility not to distort competition14 particularly if 

the platform performs the role of a ‘gatekeeper’ between its various user groups. In this situation, 

actions undertaken by the platform can exert effects on the competitive environment within a specific 

market. Differentiated treatment of business users, in this respect, can influence competition in two 

ways: First, a platform can treat comparable business users differently and thereby affect competition 

between business users, if some of these users are advantaged by this differentiated treatment. Second, 

‘self-preferencing’ by vertically integrated platforms also influences competition. This occurs when the 

online platform tries to increase sales of its own products or services by granting them better conditions 

than comparable goods or services offered by independent business users. Differentiated treatment of 

business users therefore possesses the potential to reduce or impede competition. In the following 

report, differentiated treatment by online platforms is defined as applying dissimilar conditions to 

similar business users (i.e. those whose products can be substituted for each other), and to their goods 

or services. This definition includes exclusionary leveraging which can especially occur in inter-

platform competition. Exclusionary leveraging refers to activities of the platform in other markets, such 

as payment solutions or advertising exchanges, which aim to use the platform’s market power to ensure 

exclusive use of its own services in those markets. Accordingly, the platform tries to get its users to 

substitute the goods or services of a competitor, which is potentially another platform, with the 

platform’s own goods or services. This way, the market power of the platform is used for entering new 

markets. Nevertheless, the main focus of this paper is on the business users of platforms. It therefore 

concentrates on intra-platform competition, including preferencing certain types of business users. 

Vertical integration of a platform is relevant in this sense if it refers to a platform operator also engaging 

as a platform business user within the same ecosystem. In the case of vertically integration, however, 

exclusionary leveraging is also an important issue, e.g. if the platform introduces a substitute for a 

successful offer of an independent business user and uses its market power to favour this new offer.  

 

 

12 Demary, V., & Rusche, C. (2018). The Economics of Platforms. IW-Analysen, No. 123. Cologne, Germany: Institut der deutschen 

Wirtschaft Medien GmbH 
13 Evans, D.S., & Schmalensee, R. (2016). Matchmakers: The New Economics of Multisided Platforms. Harvard, USA: Harvard 

Business Review Press 

14 ECJ - European Court of Justice. (2011). Judgement in the Case C‑52/09. Konkurrensverket vs. TeliaSonera Sverige AB. Para. 24. 

Retrieved from http://curia.europa.eu/juris/liste.jsf?language=en&num=C-52/09  

http://curia.europa.eu/juris/liste.jsf?language=en&num=C-52/09
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Methodology of the paper 

The methodology applied in this paper consists of three pillars (Figure 1). The foundation was laid by 

detailed desk research on the differentiated treatment of business users by online platforms. This desk 

research included scientific literature and official publications, as well as news articles, websites and 

blogs to find specific cases. The objective of using the first two types of publications was to arrive at a 

general definition of differentiated treatment, to analyse the specific forms of differentiated treatment 

applied by online platforms, and to detail the consequences of this behaviour on business users. News 

articles, websites and blogs delivered specific cases of differentiated treatment, as well as identifying 

stakeholders (business users and platforms) to interview in the third pillar of this research. One 

important piece of literature considered for the identification of the types of differentiated treatment 

was the paper of the Expert Group of the EU Observatory on the Online Platform Economy on the 

topic.15 

The second pillar of the methodology consisted of quantitative research. This consisted of a self-

administered online survey of business users in nine selected European countries (Belgium, the Czech 

Republic, France, Germany, Ireland, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Spain and Sweden), carried out 

between 22 November and 2 December 2019. After cleaning of the dataset, the survey yielded 1,667 

complete responses.16 While the survey contained some generic questions (on business demographics, 

questions aimed at identifying the type and extent of platform use, as well as experience of 

problems/disputes or disagreements with the main platform), the questionnaire also included questions 

on differentiated treatment. The idea was to ask business users about their experiences of differentiated 

treatment by online platforms, what form it took, and their reactions to it. The data allowed insights to 

be gained concerning the extent of differentiated treatment experienced by respondents in specific 

European countries. Because the survey is not representative, its results need to be interpreted carefully. 

The third methodological pillar was qualitative research; specifically, conducting interviews with 

different stakeholders. Such interviews offer the advantage of providing greater scope to tailor 

questions to individual interviewees, and to ask follow-up questions or seek clarifications. This part of 

the research thus enabled much more detailed insights to be gained into the types of differentiated 

treatment that business users had experienced, as well as the consequences on business users of this 

type of platform behaviour. The stakeholders selected for interview included business users of app 

stores or e-commerce marketplaces; representatives of platforms in these two respective markets; and 

associations representing these two groups of stakeholders. Participants were identified during the desk 

research and then interviewed personally or via Skype or telephone and, in a few cases, via email.17 The 

interviews were conducted using semi-structured interview guidelines.18 Where possible, statements 

and insights provided by the interviewees were validated using secondary sources. Such validation was 

often impossible, however, and this factor should be taken into consideration when interpreting the 

results of the interviews. 

 

15 Expert Group of the EU Observatory on the Online Platform Economy. (2019). Differentiated treatment work stream – Observatory 

online platform economy. Forthcoming 

16 For a full explanation of the survey mode, target groups, sample size, fieldwork and post-field adjustments, refer to the 

Interim Report. 
17 See Annex for details on the interviews. 

18 See Annex for the guideline for the business user interviews. 
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FIGURE 1. METHODOLOGY APPLIED IN THIS PAPER 

 
 

A variety of methods have been used to answer the research questions as to what motivates online 

platforms to engage in the differentiated treatment of their business users, and in what ways this 

differentiated treatment occurs in two specific sectors of the online platform economy: namely, online 

marketplaces for software applications (‘apps’) and e-commerce marketplaces. The paper is organised 

as follows: in Chapter 2, differentiated treatment of business users by online platform is generally 

discussed. Various forms of differentiated treatment are distinguished, and the incentives of platforms 

to engage in such behaviour is analysed. Scientific literature is sparse, however, on the perspective of 

business users in relation to this topic.19 Chapters 3 and 4 focus on two case studies. Chapter 3 analyses 

the app economy and examines in greater detail the occurrence of differentiated treatment in this 

market. Chapter 4 discusses the findings in relation to e-commerce. Conclusions are provided in 

Chapter 5. 

 

 

19 See Graef, I. (2019). Differentiated Treatment in Platform-to-Business Relations: EU Competition Law and Economic 

Dependence. Yearbook of European Law, yez008 for an overview of practices from a legal perspective.  

Extensive research has, however, been carried out on the differentiated treatment of consumers by business users. See, for 

example, Edelman, B., Luca, M., & Svirsky, D. (2017). Racial Discrimination in the Sharing Economy: Evidence from a Field 

Experiment. American Economic Journal: Applied Economics, 9 (2), 1-22; Cheng, M., & Foley, C. (2018). The sharing economy and 

digital discrimination: The case of Airbnb. International Journal of Hospitality Management, 70, 95-98; Levy, K., & Barocas, S. 

(2017). Designing Against Discrimination in Online Markets. 32 Berkeley Technology Law Journal, 1183. Available at 

https://ssrn.com/abstract=3084502 or Galperin, H., & Greppi, C. (2017). Geographical discrimination in digital labor platforms. 

SSRN Electronic Journal.  

Other articles focus on platform behaviour and the differentiated treatment of consumers, e.g. Ajunwa, I. (2019). Age 

Discrimination by Platforms. Berkeley Journal of Employment and Labor Law, 40 (1), 1-27 or Mattila, A. S., & Choi, C. (2013). An 

Analysis of Consumers’ Reactions to Travel Websites’ Discrimination by Computer Platform. Cornell Hospitality Quarterly, 55 

(2), 201-215. Using the example of Uber, Calo and Rosenblat (2017) describe manipulative practices carried out by the platform 

in the face of consumer protection law. Calo, R., & Rosenblat, A. (2017). The Taking Economy: Uber, Information, and Power. 

Columbia Law Review, 117. 

https://ssrn.com/abstract=3084502
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2 Incentives for Differentiated 

Treatment 

In order to analyse in greater detail the incentives for online platforms to treat similar business users 

differently, we must take a step back to first examine the functioning of online platforms. As stated in 

Chapter 1, their business model consists of facilitating transactions between users, potentially those 

from different groups of users. This implies that members of at least one user group wish to contact 

users, from either the same or a different user group, i.e. that positive network effects are present.20 

Demary and Rusche argue that positive indirect network effects are crucial to the success of platforms.21 

Especially successful are those online platforms which reinforce positive indirect network effects, i.e. 

those in which users from one group (group A) are attracted by a large number of users from another 

group (group B), and users from group B are attracted by a large number of users from group A. Such 

reinforcing positive network effects can create the basis for a fast-growing and successful platform. 

Attracting and retaining a sufficient number of users from both groups, however, is a ‘chicken-and-egg’ 

problem.22 Initially, there must be a large number of users in group A in order for the platform to be 

attractive to users in group B; at the same time, there must be a sufficient number of users in group B to 

attract the participation of users in group A.23 In this context, the term “critical mass frontier”24 is used 

to describe the number of users on both sides that is necessary to start a self-reinforcing process of 

growth for the platform. If this critical mass frontier is not reached, the platform cannot succeed because 

it is not attractive enough to users from both groups.  

Crossing this critical mass frontier is, therefore, a crucial objective for online platforms. Evans and 

Schmalensee argue that the competition between platforms takes place for the whole market, i.e. the 

first platform to cross the frontier has the opportunity to become a dominant player in the market in a 

comparatively short period of time, due to this self-reinforcing process.25 Once a given platform has 

“won” this race, competition in the market will be limited. The dominant position of an online platform 

may, however, be short-lived due to the so-called “leapfrog competition”26 that occurs in the digital 

 

20 The definition for direct and indirect network effects are based on Demary, V., & Rusche, C. (2018). The Economics of Platforms. 

IW-Analyse No. 123. Cologne, Germany: Institut der deutschen Wirtschaft Köln Medien GmbH 
21 Demary, V., & Rusche, C. (2018). The Economics of Platforms. IW-Analyse No. 123. Cologne, Germany: Institut der deutschen 

Wirtschaft Köln Medien GmbH 

22 Caillaud, B., & Jullien, B. (2003) Chicken & egg: Competition among intermediation service providers. RAND Journal of 

Economics, 34(2), 309-328 
23 This is in line with Duch-Brown’s result (2017) that it is more costly for online platform to provide quality to the supply side 

of the platform than to the demand side, possibly resulting in unfair practices of the platform on the supply side. Duch-Brown, 

N. (2017). Quality discrimination in online multi-sided markets. JRC Digital Economy Working Paper 2017-06, JRC109185 

24 Evans, D.S., & Schmalensee, R. (2016). Matchmakers: The New Economics of Multisided Platforms. Harvard, USA: Harvard 

Business Review Press 
25 Evans, D.S., & Schmalensee, R. (2016). Matchmakers: The New Economics of Multisided Platforms. Harvard, USA: Harvard 

Business Review Press 

26 Grave, C., & Nyberg, J. (2017). Die Rolle von Big Data bei der Anwendung des Kartellrechts. Wirtschaft und Wettbewerb, 

67(7/8), 363-368 
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economy. The term “leapfrog competition” is used to describe a situation in which a powerful 

incumbent may be challenged by a start-up with a more attractive offer. If the newcomer offers better 

quality, lower prices, or is simply ground-breaking, it may be so attractive to consumers that the 

incumbent quickly loses relevance and thus market power. Examples of such a process include the 

displacement of Yahoo by Google for online searches, and the displacement of MySpace by Facebook27. 

The speed of technological change in the online platform economy can thus present a challenge for 

enterprises that have already achieved market power or a dominant market position. 

It follows from this argument that even dominant online platforms potentially feel the pressure to 

constantly innovate in order to avoid the potential threat of being displaced by a new entrant. For less 

dominant platforms, this pressure may be greater still. Another strategy available to platforms in this 

situation is to expand into other markets, which can take the form of exclusionary leveraging. By doing 

so, platforms can avoid being dependent on a single product, service or market – and are thus less likely 

to be driven out of a market by a new entrant. Another way for a platform to remain competitive is to 

improve its own market position, or to limit the threat of market entry by rival platforms. Differentiated 

treatment, in its various forms, can be a means to this end. Aside from this, differentiated treatment can 

also benefit an online platform by enabling it to increase sales, market share or profits. 

Most online platforms are profit-oriented enterprises whose main objective is to maintain or increase 

the revenue generated. This can be achieved in various ways – some of which may involve differentiated 

treatment. The various ways in which this comes into play are illustrated in Table 1. Differentiated 

treatment can be used by a platform to directly increase sales and market share, e.g. by banning or 

impeding alternative offers by independent business users. By bundling new offerings from the 

platform along with established ones a platform can expand in new markets.28 The platform can also 

make exclusive use of data generated by the platform to create new products or services. Differentiated 

treatment can also be used to lower the costs of a platform, e.g. by only offering support using cost-

intensive personnel to business users with a high turnover on the platform, while supporting small 

businesses using bots or another automated systems. Other methods of applying differentiated 

treatment include using the data collected to exploit a business user’s market position by applying 

individualised fees to business users (i.e. charging higher prices to businesses that depend on the 

platform29), and maximising turnover by charging individualised prices to consumers. A platform can 

also benefit from independent business users charging individualised prices to consumers if the 

business users must pay a fee that is based on absolute sales or turnover.  

To ensure consumers remain within a platform’s ecosystem30, the platform may also convince them 

that its own products or services are superior.31 This can include strict security checks, limited access 

 

27 Körber, T. (2015). Analoges Kartellrecht für digitale Märkte?. Wirtschaft und Wettbewerb, 65(2), 120-133 
28 Edelman (2014) analyses Google’s tying and bundling practices from a legal perspective. Edelman, B.G. (2014). Does Google 

Leverage Market Power Through Tying and Bundling? Journal of Competition Law and Economics, 11(2), 365-400 

29 This especially holds for businesses that aim to show advertisements to consumers. 
30 Also termed a “walled garden”. Arcep. (2018). Smartphones, tablets, voice assistants… Devices, the weak link in achieving an 

open Internet. Report on their limitations and proposals for corrective measures. Retrieved from 

https://www.arcep.fr/uploads/tx_gspublication/rapport-terminaux-fev2018-ENG.pdf 

31 For a discussion of the effects of self-preferencing in this context, see Crémer, J., De Montjoye, Y. A., & Schweitzer, H. (2019). 

Competition policy for the digital era. Brussels: European Commission 
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to software and hardware from independent business users, and precautionary blocking of business 

users. Implementing improved services based on data analytics can also form a part of this.  

TABLE 1. MOTIVES OF ONLINE PLATFORMSFOR APPLYING DIFFERENTIATED TREATMENT  

MOTIVES FOR DIFFERENTIATED TREATMENT EXAMPLES 

a) Increase revenue 1. Increase market share / 
sales 

Banning alternatives to platform’s own services or 

bundling its own services with other attractive 

services from the platform 

2. Expand into other 
markets 

Bundling new offers along with attractive, 

established offers from the platform, or using 

data gathered from the platform to develop new 

products or services. Acquisition of successful or 

promising independent businesses by the 

platform. 

3. Guard / improve 
gatekeeping position 

Bundling of several platform offers / stipulating 

excessive rights for the platform in its terms and 

conditions. 

4. Improve user experience Improving services using data collected by the 

platform: adapting services to specific customers 

and responding quickly to alleged fraud  

5. Lower own costs Preferential customer support (e.g. personal 

rather than automated support) only offered to 

large or important business users. 

6. Increase prices / fees for 
business users  

Exploiting market position by making ‘take it or 

leave it’ offers to selected business users.  

7. Surplus extraction  Using collected data to charge individualised 

prices to consumers. 

8. Loyalty rewards Business users with a good reputation and long 

history on platform may receive better quality / 

more data, or have to pay lower fees. 

9. “Mainstreaming” Fast and comprehensive blocking of allegedly 

offensive or indecent content.  

b) Regulation or 
technical 
necessities 

1. Compliance with 
regulation 

Not sharing data with business users. 

2. Different data 
transmission to BU  

Supplying data at different times to different 

business users, due to differences in the API or 

hardware used by the business user.  

Source: Compiled by authors, based on interviews and desk research. 
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The platform may also aim to bind business users to its platform, e.g. by offering rewards for loyalty; 

or to improve its own market or gatekeeping position, which could be used by the platform to improve 

its bargaining position vis-à-vis the business users.  

Note that some differentiated treatment by online platforms may be motivated by regulatory or 

technical necessities. In these cases, differentiated treatment is not intentionally applied by the 

platform, which does not benefit (directly).32 Data protection regulation or antitrust regulation33, for 

example, may prevent the platform from passing on data to independent business users, or even 

moving data within the platform34. Differentiated treatment can also occur due to technical reasons, e.g. 

if some business users are unable to make use of an application programming interface (API) offered 

by the platform due to a lack of suitable hardware or software.  

Table 2 below matches the various forms of differentiated treatment that can occur with the likely 

motives for applying them, as discussed in Table 1.35 The forms of differentiated treatment applied and 

the fundamental motivation differ between vertically and non-vertically integrated platforms; hence, 

Table 2 distinguishes between these two types of platform. In interviews, one association of platform 

owners claimed that all online platforms ultimately aimed to become vertically integrated because this 

enables them to develop new revenue streams and to use the opportunities36 identified by analysing the 

data generated by the platform.37 Staab (2019) also states that platforms generally aim to create 

proprietary markets that they can control and make use of in order to increase their revenue streams38. 

The apparent danger of vertical integration lies in the inherent opportunity it provides platforms to 

abuse their favourable position. For example, a platform that directly controls an ecosystem in which it 

competes against independent business users might employ the ecosystem’s rules to its own advantage. 

To improve readability, Table 2 divides the forms of differentiated treatment into categories. These refer 

to the part of the relationship between business users and platforms that is affected by differentiated 

treatment. For instance, differentiated treatment can occur in the prices charged to business users, their 

search ranking on the platform, or the terms and conditions applied to business users.  

 

32 Luca (2017) demonstrates how platform design can lead to other unintended differentiated treatment; Luca, M. (2017). 

Designing Online Marketplaces: Trust and Reputation Mechanisms. Innovation Policy and the Economy, 17, 77-93  

33 Rusche, C. (2017). Zwischen Kooperation und Wettbewerb – Industrie 4.0 und europäisches Kartellrecht. IW-Report 2017(14). Cologne, 

Germany: Institut der deutschen Wirtschaft  

34 Bundeskartellamt. (2019, August 2). Beschluss im Verwaltungsverfahren vom 06.02.2019, Case No. B6-22/16 – Facebook. 

Retrieved from 

https://www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidung/DE/Entscheidungen/Missbrauchsaufsicht/2019/B6-22-

16.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=8  

35 Compiled by authors based on the interviews and desk research. 
36 For an overview, see OECD – Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. (2013). Exploring 

data-driven innovation as a new source of growth. OECD Digital Economy Papers, No. 222 
37 Since the data protection regulation might prevent the sale to business users of personal data collected by the platform, 

becoming a vertically integrated platform could be the only way to exploit the potential of the data entirely. 

38 Staab, P. (2019). Digitaler Kapitalismus. Markt und Herrschaft in der Ökonomie der Unknappheit. Suhrkamp Verlag Berlin  

https://www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidung/DE/Entscheidungen/Missbrauchsaufsicht/2019/B6-22-16.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=8
https://www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidung/DE/Entscheidungen/Missbrauchsaufsicht/2019/B6-22-16.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=8
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TABLE 2. LIKELY MOTIVES FOR APPLYING DIFFERENTIATED TREATMENT ON VERTICALLY 
INTEGRATED AND NON-VERTICALLY INTEGRATED PLATFORMS 

TYPE OF DIFFERENTIATED TREATMENT LIKELY MOTIVES FOR APPLYING  

Vertically integrated platform Non-vertically integrated 

platform 

Blocking 

Blocking of a business user (as a reaction to a 

complaint or other reason) 

Improve user experience 

Fast and comprehensive blocking of content 

or allegedly offensive or indecent offers  

“Mainstreaming” 

Ranking or pricing 

Better conditions (e.g. lower prices, higher 

rankings) for business users with a 

particularly attractive offer for users on the 

same or another site 

• Increase market share / sales 

• Guard / improve gatekeeping position (ensure participation of users on all 
platform sites) 

• Improve user experience 

• Compliance with regulation 

Blocking or impeding (e.g. labelling as 

insecure, increasing price or downgrading 

ranking) business users offering alternatives 

to the platform’s own products or services 

• Guard / improve market share 

• Expand into other markets 
(promote own services and 
products) 

• Guard gatekeeping position 

Does not apply 

Ranking 

Blocking or impeding (e.g. downgrading 

ranking) of business users with low turnover 

on the platform, or which do not pay extra 

fees to the platform 

• Increase sales 

• Improve user experience (fraud 
detection, e.g. excessively low 
prices due to not paying taxes) 

• Rewards for loyal business users 

• Increase sales 

• Improve user experience (fraud 
detection, e.g. excessively low 
prices due to not paying taxes) 
 

Pricing 

Individualised fees / prices for business users  • Increase prices / fees for business users 

• Surplus extraction 

• Increase market share / sales 

• Guard / improve gatekeeping position 

Data Access 

Self-preferencing with respect to data (e.g. 

not sharing data with business users) 

• Expand into other markets 
(promote own services and 
products) 

• Guard / improve gatekeeping 
position 

• Increase market share / sales 

• Improve user experience 

• Expand into other markets 

• Compliance with regulations (e.g. 
GDPR) 
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• Compliance with regulations (e.g. 
GDPR) 

Providing high-quality data (e.g. real-time or 

highly detailed data) only to certain business 

users 

• Different data transmissions to BU (e.g. due to different APIs) 

• Rewards for loyal business users 

Technical barriers 

Pre-installing own applications or 

mandatory usage of the services of the 

platform (e.g. maps) 

• Increase market share / sales 

• Expand into other markets 
(promote own services and 
products) 

• Guard / improve gatekeeping 
position 

• Improve user experience (increase 
familiarity; ensure quality) 

Does not apply 

Restricting technical access by business 

users (e.g. access to hardware, data or 

interfaces) 

• Improve user experience (increase 
familiarity; ensure quality) 

• Increase market share / sales 

• Guard / improve gatekeeping 
position 

• Improve user experience 
(increase familiarity; ensure 
quality) 
 

Terms and conditions 

Setting terms and conditions that are 

preferential to the platform and/or not 

applying the same terms and conditions to 

the platform’s own goods and services 

• Improve user experience (fast 
reaction to alleged fraud) 

• Expand into other markets 
(promote own services and 
products) 

• Guard / improve gatekeeping 
position 

• Improve user experience (fast 
reaction to alleged fraud) 

Not uniformly applying terms and 

conditions to all business users 

• Guard / improve market share • Guard / improve market share 

Customer support 

Providing better customer support to 

popular business users and those with higher 

turnover, etc. (e.g. direct contact to a person 

versus automated response to inquiry) 

Lower the platform’s own costs 

Source: Compiled by authors based on interviews and desk research. 

While many motives exist for online platforms to apply differentiated treatment to business users, it is 

important to note that the overall objective of platforms is to facilitate interactions between users. To 

achieve this efficiently and to the obvious benefit of all user groups, randomly chosen ranking results, 

for instance, are not useful. Only by ranking business users according to how accurately they fit 

consumers’ searches can a platform provide added value to its various user groups. As such, a platform 

is only useful if it treats business users differently, in order to improve the quality of the transactions it 

facilitates.39 In this context, however, it must be noted that a platform possesses more knowledge than 

 

39 Grimmelmann, J. (2009). The Google Dilemma. New York Law School Law Review, 53, 939-950 
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its users.40 The OECD has termed a platform’s search results a “creedence good”41 to describe the fact 

that users have to trust that a platform will only rank highly those results that are worthwhile to them. 

Accordingly, consumer trust is an extremely important aspect of a platform. If users cease to trust a 

platform’s rankings, they may switch to another. Thus, if a platform wishes to manipulate rankings to 

increase its own revenue, it must do so in a way that cannot be easily detected by consumers, i.e. the 

manipulated ranking should not differ very obviously from a ‘fair’ ranking. This factor limits a 

platform’s opportunities to manipulate its ranking for its own purposes – at least from a consumer’s 

perspective. Nevertheless, because the platform occupies a ‘gate-keeping’ position, it may be able to use 

its ability to implement differentiated treatment in order to increase the revenues it receives from its 

business users.  

To gain insights into the types of differentiated treatment experienced by business users in the European 

Union, the 1,667 respondents of the self-administered online business user survey were asked to assess 

a number of statements about online platform behaviour (Figure 2). 444 of the participants represented 

a business with between 1 and 9 employees, 477 represented a business with between 10 and 49 

employees, 424 one with between 50 and 249 employees and 322 participants represented a business 

with 250 or more employees. Regarding the statements about online platforms, the respondents 

predominantly agreed (“Strongly agree” and “Agree”) with the statement “The platform treats all its 

business users in an unbiased and fair way” (around 65%). In addition, 22% of the respondents partly 

agreed with this statement. Furthermore, the respondents predominantly agreed that they had access 

to the data collected by the platform.42 While 70% of respondents strongly agreed or agreed with the 

statement that they had data access, another 19% partly agreed.  

The results for the remaining statements are only slightly lower: Around 69% of respondents strongly 

agreed or agreed that the platform offered help or guidance. Around 61% regarded the contractual 

terms and conditions of the platform they mainly used as fair, 66% rated the prices charged by the 

platform as adequate, and almost 55% agreed with the statement that they were able to negotiate the 

terms and conditions relevant to them with the platform (both results include both “Strongly agree” 

and “Agree”). Note that almost 18% of respondents disagreed (12.1% “Disagree” and 5.8% “Strongly 

disagree”) with the statement “My business was able to negotiate the contractual terms and conditions 

with the platform”. But only around 8% strongly disagreed or disagreed with the statement that the 

terms and conditions of the platform were fair. This indicates that not all of those business users who 

were unable to negotiate terms and conditions also regarded these mandatory terms and conditions as 

unfair.  

Moreover, at least on the level of business users, the survey revealed no lack of competition. In fact, 63% 

of respondents strongly agreed or agreed with the statement that “(m)any other businesses offer the 

same (or very similar) goods or services on this platform to those offered by my business”.  

 

40 Demary, V., & Rusche, C. (2018). The Economics of Platforms. IW-Analysen, No. 123. Cologne, Germany: Institut der deutschen 

Wirtschaft Medien GmbH 
41 OECD - Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. (2017). Key Issues for Digital Transformation in the G20. 

Report prepared for a joint G20 German Presidency/OECD conference, Berlin. Retrieved from: https://www.oecd.org/g20/key-issues-

for-digital-transformation-in-the-g20.pdf 

42 Note that it was neither specified in the questionnaire what the data collected by the platform entailed nor were the 

respondents asked if they knew which data platforms collected. 

https://www.oecd.org/g20/key-issues-for-digital-transformation-in-the-g20.pdf
https://www.oecd.org/g20/key-issues-for-digital-transformation-in-the-g20.pdf
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Nevertheless, the results slightly vary according to the size of the businesses. In fact, especially small 

businesses with between 1 and 9 employees less often agreed with the statements mentioned above. 

The most severe differences occurred with respect to the statement “My business was able to negotiate 

the contractual terms and conditions with the platform”. 54.7% of the participants in the full sample 

agreed with this statement, but only 32.2% of the respondents representing businesses with between 1 

and 9 employees. The statement “It is easy for my business to obtain help and guidance from the 

platform operator” also showed differences with respect to sample size: In the full sample, 69.2% of 

businesses agreed, among the small businesses, this number was reduced to 54.1%. Smaller deviations 

in the responses of small companies occurred the fields of pricing of platform services and the fairness 

of the contractual terms and conditions. Smaller businesses agreed to a lesser extent with the respective 

statements. This also hold with respect to the statement that the platform treated its users fairly. 

However, more than 60% of the surveyed businesses with between 1 and 9 employees perceive the 

platform’s treatment as fair. Overall, therefore, most business users that participated in the online 

survey did not experience differentiated treatment. 

FIGURE 2. SHARE OF BUSINESS USERS IN THE 2019 BUSINESS USER SURVEY AGREEING WITH 
STATEMENTS CONCERNING ONLINE PLATFORMS (%)  

 

Multiple answers possible; N=1,667. 

Source: Results from the business user survey. 
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But still a significant number of business users at least partly disagreed with the statement that the 

platform treated all its business users in an unbiased and fair way. More than 22% partly disagreed, 

5.7% disagreed and almost 1.7% strongly disagreed. These 497 respondents43 were asked to detail how 

the platform had not treated them in an unbiased and fair way (Figure 3). Around 55% of participants 

answered that the placement of advertising was the way in which the platform had treated them 

differently. Differentiated treatment by means of the pricing of platform services was observed by 

around 51%. Around 50% perceived the ranking of listings as a mode of differentiated treatment. 

Although fewer than 50% of respondents answered “Yes” to them, the following issues were also 

important: the blocking of offerings on the platform (29%); access to data (41%); and the restricting of 

access to software functions (47%).  

FIGURE 3. TYPES OF DIFFERENTIATED TREATMENT EXPERIENCED BY ONLINE PLATFORM BUSINESS 
USERS IN THE 2019 BUSINESS USER SURVEY (%) 

 

Results based on only those respondents who strongly disagreed, disagreed or partially agreed, partially disagreed with the 

statement “The platform treats all its business users in an unbiased and fair way.”; multiple answers possible; rounding errors; 

N varies between 173 and 497. 

Source: Results from the business user survey. 

 

 

43 145 respondents belong to the category of businesses with between 1 and 9 employees, 140 to the category between 10 and 49 

employees, 122 to the category between 50 and 249 employees and 90 to the category with 250 or more employees. 
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Regarding the types of differentiated treatment experienced by the business users some differences 

regarding the size of the businesses exist. In fact, three differences are noteworthy compared to the full 

sample: 

- Businesses with less than 10 employees less often mentioned differentiated treatment 

regarding the ranking or placements of listings and access to data the platform collects.   

- Businesses with between 10 and 49 employees more often regarded a restricted access to 

software functions and to data the platform collects as relevant issues.  

- The blocking of offerings on the platform and restricted access to software functions were 

mentioned less often by businesses with more than 249 employees. 

 

In essence, differentiated treatment can take different forms according to the particular online platform 

concerned and the sector it competes in. The next two chapters therefore seek to analyse in detail the 

market in applications for mobile devices (Chapter 3) and the e-commerce sector (Chapter 4). Table 2 is 

adjusted accordingly in these chapters. 
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3 Case Study: Apps 

In order to sell their products, the developers of applications for mobile devices (apps) must list their 

apps on an ‘app store’ (which itself is usually an app). In addition, the app must be compatible with the 

operating system of the mobile device. The app store and the operating system are both online 

platforms, according to the definition in Chapter 1. The operating system facilitates transactions 

between the users (consumers) and the producers of a piece of software. Once a particular operating 

system is used by many mobile devices (and hence by many consumers), it becomes attractive for app 

developers to produce software that is compatible with that operating system. This, in turn, makes the 

operating system more attractive to consumers, and so on. The worldwide market for operating systems 

used by mobile devices is dominated by Apple (iOS) and Alphabet/Google (Android). Estimates of 

Android’s global market share in 2019 vary between almost 77%44 and 87%45. iOS had an estimated 

market share of between 13%46 and 22%47 in 2019. Android is therefore the dominant system in the 

market for operating systems.  

To explain these extensive market shares, attention must be given to the means by which these 

companies manage to have their operating systems installed on mobile devices in the first place. Apple 

was able to introduce its own operating system because the company itself is a hardware producer, and 

simply installed the system on its own devices. Apple therefore exerts broad control over the ecosystem 

that encompasses Apple devices and their corresponding operating systems. Android, by contrast, was 

first developed in 2007 by the Open Handset Alliance, a cooperative venture that then included 34 

companies, of which Google48 was one. Important producers of mobile devices such as HTC, Motorola 

and Samsung also participated in the Alliance and hence also installed Android on their smartphones. 

Google itself only became active as a producer of mobile devices in 2016.49 It has therefore not exerted 

as much influence over Android’s appearance and functionalities as Apple has on iOS. This is illustrated 

by the fact that there are multiple app stores for Android devices (e.g. the Google Play Store and the 

Samsung Galaxy Store), while only one app store exists for Apple devices.50  

This case study focuses on the differentiated treatment given to app developers by the platforms they 

use to distribute their products and services. Section 3.1 describes the market for apps and its relevance 

 

44 StatCounter. (2019, November 29). Mobile Operating System Market Share Worldwide. Retrieved from 

https://gs.statcounter.com/os-market-share/mobile/worldwide  
45 International Data Corporation. (2019, November 29). Smartphone Market Share. Retrieved from 

https://www.idc.com/promo/smartphone-market-share/os  

46 International Data Corporation. (2019, November 29). Smartphone Market Share. Retrieved from 

https://www.idc.com/promo/smartphone-market-share/os  
47 StatCounter. (2019, November 29). Mobile Operating System Market Share Worldwide. Retrieved from 

https://gs.statcounter.com/os-market-share/mobile/worldwide  

48 Open Handset Alliance. (2019, December 2). Industry Leaders Announce Open Platform for Mobile Devices. Retrieved from 

http://www.openhandsetalliance.com/press_110507.html  
49 Lindner, R. (2019, December 2). So teuer wie ein iPhone – Google stellt eigenes Smartphone vor. Frankfurter Allgemeine 

Zeitung. Retrieved from https://www.faz.net/aktuell/wirtschaft/netzwirtschaft/google/google-stellt-eigenes-smartphone-und-

weitere-geraete-vor-14466525.html  

50 Based on interviews with business users.  

https://gs.statcounter.com/os-market-share/mobile/worldwide
https://www.idc.com/promo/smartphone-market-share/os
https://www.idc.com/promo/smartphone-market-share/os
https://gs.statcounter.com/os-market-share/mobile/worldwide
http://www.openhandsetalliance.com/press_110507.html
https://www.faz.net/aktuell/wirtschaft/netzwirtschaft/google/google-stellt-eigenes-smartphone-und-weitere-geraete-vor-14466525.html
https://www.faz.net/aktuell/wirtschaft/netzwirtschaft/google/google-stellt-eigenes-smartphone-und-weitere-geraete-vor-14466525.html
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in Europe. Section 3.2 presents findings on differentiated treatment of app developers, based on the 

survey conducted for this paper. Section 3.3 aggregates the insights into differentiated treatment gained 

from interviews with stakeholders within the mobile app economy. 

3.1 The app store market 

Mobile apps are usually distributed by being listed on one or several app stores. These are marketplaces 

that connect developers with consumers, who then download the apps to their mobile devices. It is also 

possible to install apps on mobile devices without an app store as an intermediary, but there are 

disadvantages to the latter approach. First, the app store reviews an app and carries out security checks 

before the app is listed. By downloading apps from an app store, consumers therefore reduce the risk 

of cybercrime and of installing apps of substandard quality. Second, technical barriers exist for users 

who wish to download an app without using a recognised app store as an intermediary. Android users 

have to change certain operating system settings to be able to download apps, while iOS users can only 

install apps certified by Apple.51 It is therefore much more difficult to download apps without using an 

app store. Finally, it is much easier to search app stores to find an appropriate app than it is to search 

several individual websites.  

App stores help decrease information and transaction costs, and can hence be regarded as online 

platforms. The more users an app store has, the greater the number of developers who offer apps via 

this platform and vice versa, generating positive indirect network effects. Competition within the app 

store market therefore manifests itself in the establishment of an app store, which must then attract 

customers and app developers. Once a platform achieves a critical mass of users on both sides of this 

equation, it may emerge as dominant player. The dominant app store for the Android operating system 

is Google Play Store. For the iOS operating system, Apple App Store is the default option. Google Play 

Store started as Android Market in 2008 (alongside the Android operating system).52 Because it was the 

first app store for Android, and due to its broad dissemination by stakeholders within the Open 

Handset Alliance, Google Play Store was able to achieve a critical mass first and therefore became the 

dominant app store for Android mobile devices. 

Due to their different histories, Android and Apple iOS should therefore be considered separately in 

order to achieve a proper analysis of the app market. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, such an 

analysis has not yet been conducted for the European Union. A number of studies shed light on national 

markets, however. The Austrian Rundfunk und Telekom Regulierungs-GmbH conducted an online 

survey in 2019 to find out which app stores are used in Austria.53 According to this study, 98% of iOS 

users in Austria mainly use Apple App Store to download apps, while 94% of Android users mainly 

use Google Play Store.54 Independent app stores appear to play a negligible role for mobile device users 

 

51 t3n. (2019, December 3). So verteilen Unternehmen iOS-Apps ohne den App-Store an Mitarbeiter. Retrieved from 

https://t3n.de/news/ios-apps-ohne-app-store-installieren-1141493; Krug, K. (2019, December 3). iPhone: Apps ohne Appstore 

installieren - so geht's. Retrieved from https://praxistipps.chip.de/iphone-apps-ohne-appstore-installieren-so-gehts_34233  

52 Android Developers Blog. (2019, December 2). Android Market: Now available for users. Retrieved from https://android-

developers.googleblog.com/2008/10/android-market-now-available-for-users.html  
53 Rundfunk und Telekom Regulierungs-GmbH. (2019). Bericht zur Offenheit des Internets, Betriebssysteme, Apps und App Stores. 

Vienna, Austria: Rundfunk und Telekom Regulierungs-GmbH 

54 Rundfunk und Telekom Regulierungs-GmbH. (2019). Bericht zur Offenheit des Internets, Betriebssysteme, Apps und App Stores. 

Vienna, Austria: Rundfunk und Telekom Regulierungs-GmbH 

https://t3n.de/news/ios-apps-ohne-app-store-installieren-1141493
https://praxistipps.chip.de/iphone-apps-ohne-appstore-installieren-so-gehts_34233
https://android-developers.googleblog.com/2008/10/android-market-now-available-for-users.html
https://android-developers.googleblog.com/2008/10/android-market-now-available-for-users.html
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in Austria. The dominance of Apple App Store and Google Play Store also surfaced in the interviews 

conducted with app developers and publishers for this study. In fact, almost all app developers and 

publishers only referred to Apple App Store and Google Play Store when asked which app stores they 

used. Most of them were only willing to participate in the interviews if their names, affiliation and 

responses were treated completely confidentially. They said that since Apple App Store and Google 

Play Store were extremely important for selling their apps to users – and hence, for their entire business 

– they feared repercussions if it became known that they had participated in this study. In this context, 

some app developers also mentioned that being “under the radar” was the best approach for them, 

meaning that they avoided contacted the platform when problems occurred, and avoided attracting the 

platform’s attention through public statements. 

Although no figures exist for market share across the European Union, information is available on the 

usage of app stores worldwide (Figure 4). According to App Annie, a company analysing the mobile 

economy, worldwide app downloads in 2018 amounted to 194 billion.55 A year before, this figure was 

around 178 billion downloads. Google Play Store users are estimated to have made 67 billion downloads 

in 2017 and around 76 billion in 2018, according to SensorTower.56 Although these numbers stem from 

different sources, they suggest that less than 40% of worldwide downloads in both years were carried 

out via Google Play Store. This result may, however, be strongly determined by the fact that Google 

Play Store accounts for just 0.04% of Android downloads in China.57 China alone accounted for more 

than 80 billion downloads in 2018.58  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

55 App Annie. (2019, December 3). The state of mobile 2019. Retrieved from https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-

data/the-state-of-mobile-2019/  

56 Iqbal, M. (2019, December 3). App Download and Usage Statistics (2019). Retrieved from 

https://www.businessofapps.com/data/app-statistics/  
57 AppInChina. (2019, December 3). The AppInChina App Store Index. Retrieved from https://www.appinchina.co/market/app-

stores/  

58 App Annie. (2019, December 3). The state of mobile 2019. Retrieved from https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-

data/the-state-of-mobile-2019/  

https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/the-state-of-mobile-2019/
https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/the-state-of-mobile-2019/
https://www.businessofapps.com/data/app-statistics/
https://www.appinchina.co/market/app-stores/
https://www.appinchina.co/market/app-stores/
https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/the-state-of-mobile-2019/
https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/the-state-of-mobile-2019/
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FIGURE 4. APP DOWNLOADS WORLDWIDE VIA GOOGLE PLAY STORE AND APPLE APP STORE 
(BILLIONS) 

Note that the numbers for worldwide app downloads and downloads from the respective app stores stem from different 

sources. 

Source: Iqbal, M. (2019, December 3). App Download and Usage Statistics (2019). Retrieved from 

https://www.businessofapps.com/data/app-statistics/ 

 

In 2017 and 2018, the Apple App Store’s market share of total downloads was slightly more than 15%, 

comprising 28 billion downloads in 2017 and 30 billion in 2018 (Figure 4). This market share also needs 

to be analysed with caution since the number of worldwide downloads and the number of downloads 

via Apple App Store stem from different sources. Furthermore, although its share of worldwide app 

downloads is relatively low, Apple App Store is the dominant player with respect to Apple devices, 

due to bundling. It is unsurprising, therefore, that Apple App Store’s share of worldwide app 

downloads is in the same range as the market share of iOS in the market for mobile operating systems. 

Assuming that users of Apple devices download apps roughly as often as users of Android devices, the 

Apple App Store would be expected to represent a share of worldwide app downloads similar to the 

market share of the operating system itself, due to the fact that the Apple App Store is required to install 

apps on devices using the iOS operating system.  

The lack of competition on Apple devices may explain the distribution of gross app revenue (Figure 5). 

According to SensorTower, the gross app revenue of Apple App Store is far higher than the gross app 

revenue of Google Play Store.59 Despite the much smaller user base of iOS, the gross revenue of Apple 

App Store for the first quarter of 2019 was USD 12.4 billion; the revenue of Google Play Store amounted 

to just USD 7.1 billion. A year before, gross revenue for the Apple App Store was USD 10.8 billion; for 

Google Play Store it was 5.9 billion. Despite the fact that, in absolute terms, far more apps are 

downloaded via Google Play Store, Apple App Store achieves a higher gross app revenue. From an 

 

59 SensorTower. (2019, October 16). Global App Revenue Reached $19.5 Billion Last Quarter, Up 17% Year-Over-Year. Retrieved from 

https://sensortower.com/blog/app-revenue-and-downloads-q1-2019  
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economic point of view, the lack of competition might be a reason for this. For example, since a wider 

range of alternative app stores is available to users of Android (for whom downloading an app without 

an app store is also much easier), Google possesses lower market power and must charge lower prices 

compared to a theoretical situation in which Google Play Store was the only and mandatory app store. 

However, the fees levied on business users by Google and Apple are very similar: Both operators charge 

30% of the price of a paid app, 30% on in-app purchases of digital goods and services, and 15% on 

renewed subscriptions.60 Accordingly, other explanations must be considered for the difference in gross 

app revenues. The most important ones are: 

⎯ More apps are available on Google Play Store than on Apple App Store. During the second 

quarter of 2019 there were 2,461,161 apps available on Google Play Store, compared to 

1,960,633 on Apple App Store.61 Fiercer competition between apps on Google Play Store, 

together with a wider range of alternative app stores and methods to distribute their apps, 

mean that the prices charged by Android app developers may, on average, be lower on Google 

Play Store than on Apple App Store -– leading to a lower overall amount of commission for 

Google. This conclusion is supported somewhat by the fact that 95% of apps on Google Play 

Store are free, compared to 90% of apps on Apple App Store.62 

⎯ There may be differences between iOS and Android users in terms of their willingness to pay. 

Since Android is also used on lower-priced smartphones, price-sensitive users may choose 

Android smartphones and prefer the free apps offered on Google Play Store.  

⎯ Before apps are listed on the app stores, they are reviewed. In the interviews conducted for 

this study, several app developers described the Apple App Store’s review process as more 

rigorous and detailed. The investment necessary for an app to pass this detailed review and 

be listed may result in higher prices, and may even deter some app developers.  

⎯ The monetisation models of the app stores may differ. Google may aim to attract a greater 

number of users in order to sell their attention to advertisers. Its lower gross app revenue may 

therefore be balanced by higher revenues stemming from advertisements. 

 

60 According to the interviews conducted and Mandel, M. (2019, July 15). A Preliminary Analysis of Pricing by App Stores. Blog of 

Progressive Policy Institute. Retrieved from https://www.progressivepolicy.org/blog/a-preliminary-analysis-of-pricing-by-app-

stores/  
61 Statista. (2019, December 4). Anzahl der verfügbaren Apps in den Top App-Stores im 2. Quartal 2019. Retrieved from 

https://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/208599/umfrage/anzahl-der-apps-in-den-top-app-stores/  

62 Own depiction of Iqbal, M. (2019, December 3). App Download and Usage Statistics (2019). Retrieved from 

https://www.businessofapps.com/data/app-statistics/  

https://www.progressivepolicy.org/blog/a-preliminary-analysis-of-pricing-by-app-stores/
https://www.progressivepolicy.org/blog/a-preliminary-analysis-of-pricing-by-app-stores/
https://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/208599/umfrage/anzahl-der-apps-in-den-top-app-stores/
https://www.businessofapps.com/data/app-statistics/
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FIGURE 5. WORLDWIDE GROSS APP REVENUES (BILLIONS OF US DOLLARS) 

Source: SensorTower. (2019, October 16). Global App Revenue Reached $19.5 Billion Last Quarter, Up 17% Year-Over-Year. Retrieved 

from https://sensortower.com/blog/app-revenue-and-downloads-q1-2019 

  

Differences also exist concerning the relevance of Android and iOS to the economies of countries in the 

European Economic Area (EEA), in terms of jobs in the app economy (Table 3). In August 2019, there 

were almost 2.1 million jobs in the app economy in the EEA, compared to almost 2.25 million jobs in the 

US. At a country level, the countries with the largest number of jobs in the app economy were the United 

Kingdom (366,000), France (350,000), Germany (296,000) and the Netherlands (212,000). Against this 

backdrop, Brexit could potentially weaken the EU app economy vis- à -vis the USA.  

Table 3 below distinguishes between jobs created by the Android ecosystem and those created by the 

iOS ecosystem. According to the data, most app developers were active in developing apps for both 

Android and iOS in August 2019, because the combined total of jobs in each of the ecosystems was 

larger than the total number of jobs. Accordingly, both operating systems are important to European 

app developers and hence to the European economy. Overall, in August 2019 the iOS ecosystem 

accounted for fewer jobs than the Android ecosystem in every country of the EEA, with the exception 

of Denmark, Ireland, the Netherlands and Portugal.  
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TABLE 3. JOBS IN THE APP ECONOMY BY COUNTRY AND BY ECOSYSTEM IN THOUSANDS (AUGUST 
2019) 

 
Total 

app economy jobs 
iOS 

ecosystem jobs 
Android 

ecosystem jobs 

Austria 25 19 21 

Belgium 29 22 23 

Czech Republic 42 29 30 

Denmark 52 41 37 

Finland 48 37 42 

France 350 236 296 

Germany 296 233 239 

Greece 10 6 8 

Hungary 25 17 20 

Ireland 20 16 12 

Italy 94 70 77 

Luxembourg 4 2 3 

Netherlands 212 171 163 

Norway 43 36 37 

Poland 78 53 60 

Portugal 37 28 27 

Romania 24 19 21 

Spain 101 77 82 

Sweden 98 72 84 

Switzerland 34 25 31 

United Kingdom 366 295 296 

30-country total63 2,093 1,584 1,693 

USA 2,246 1,853 1,736 

Sources: Mandel, M. (2019, October 16). European App Economy Jobs Update, 2019. Retrieved from 

https://www.progressivepolicy.org/blog/european-app-economy-jobs-update-2019/; Mandel, M. (2019, October 16). U.S. App 

Economy Jobs Update, 2019. Retrieved from https://www.progressivepolicy.org/blog/u-s-app-economy-jobs-update-2019/ 

3.2 Evidence of differentiated treatment from the survey 

To obtain quantitative insights into the differentiated treatment of app developers, business users of 

platforms were asked about their interactions with these platforms in a survey.64 In total, 1,667 business 

users participated in the survey and shared their insights; 653 of them indicated that they distribute 

apps and other software using a platform. However, distributing apps was not the only motivation 

given for using the platform. Most respondents gave multiple answers to the question of how they used 

platforms, among them selling physical goods; selling services; advertising; purchasing goods and 

services; and listing accommodation or tourism services. Only six businesses used platforms solely to 

 

63 Includes estimates for Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Slovakia and Slovenia. 

64 See Chapter 1 or the Interim Report for the methodology.  

https://www.progressivepolicy.org/blog/european-app-economy-jobs-update-2019/
https://www.progressivepolicy.org/blog/u-s-app-economy-jobs-update-2019/
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distribute apps. The other 647 business users used the services of a platform for at least one additional 

purpose. This makes it difficult to determine if the respondent experienced differentiated treatment by 

the platform they used for distributing apps, or by another platform used for other purposes. To 

mitigate this problem, users were asked to name the most important platform and to describe their 

experiences of differentiated treatment by this platform.  

Out of the 653 business users that used a platform to distribute apps, only 12 directly named “Google 

Play Store” or “Apple App Store”65; 105 named Amazon as their most important platform. Facebook or 

Instagram were mentioned by 89 businesses; “Google” by 79. Among those business users who 

mentioned Google, however, it is not clear whether differentiated treatment occurred with respect to 

the distribution of apps or other services (e.g. advertising or ranking in Google search results). No clear 

relationship is given between the purpose of distributing apps and the assessment of differentiated 

treatment. 

Accordingly, an analysis based on all 653 business users might not yield valid insights into 

differentiated treatment within the app economy. Therefore, this study restricts the analysis to those 

businesses who indicated that they used platforms to distribute apps, but not to sell physical goods or 

services or to list accommodation. Applying this restriction results in a list 31 businesses who are very 

likely to be app developers. Due to this low number, the results of the survey should be analysed with 

caution. However, in combination with the results of the interviews in Section 3.3, they still provide a 

qualitative indication of differentiated treatment experiences. 

Overall, the 653 respondents who used platforms to distribute apps rated their relationship with the 

main platform as good. More than 70% perceived the terms and conditions the treatment they received 

from their most important platform as unbiased and fair. These shares are higher than those seen among 

all 1,667 business users (see Figure 2 in Section 2).  

In order to examine whether this holds true for the 31 business users identified above, who distributed 

apps via platforms but did not sell goods or services or list accommodation (and hence are likely to be 

app developers), we carried out the following analysis on this specific group.  

Out of the 31 businesses, two generated more than 75% of their annual revenue through online 

platforms, while 21 generated 50% or less. Eight businesses answered “Don’t know”. Platforms were 

hence an important source of revenue, but not the most important one for most business users. The 

respondents were also asked to identify their monetisation model. Eleven businesses said they used a 

subscription model, while six relied on advertising. In-app purchases were used by three businesses. 

Other models, e.g. sponsorship or selling data, were of minor importance. Out of the 31 businesses, 25 

were small or medium-sized businesses with fewer than 250 employees. Of these, four had fewer than 

10 employees, eight had between 10 and 49 and 13 had 50 to 249 employees. Six businesses reported 

having more than 249 employees. Since 99% of all firms in the EU have less than 250 employees66, this 

figure represents a disproportionately high number of large business users of platforms responding to 

our survey. This may have had an influence on the respondents’ assessment of differentiated treatment, 

since larger businesses may be granted better conditions by platforms, compared to smaller businesses. 

This may explain the results of the large sample of 653 businesses, most of whom are content with the 

 

65 Answers “app store”, “Apple” or “Google app store ” we also considered as falling under these categories. 

66 Alajääskö, P. et al. (2018). Statistics on small and medium-sized enterprises. Retrieved from 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Statistics_on_small_and_medium-sized_enterprises 
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treatment they receive from platforms (149 of these 653 had at least 250 employees). For the smaller 

sample of 31 users, however, this level of contentment does not appear to hold true.  

Of the 31 respondents, 58% agreed (“Agree” and “Strongly agree”) with the statement that their most 

important platform treated all business users fairly, while 55% agreed that its contractual terms and 

conditions were fair. Only 52% perceived pricing as adequate. Less than 50% were able to negotiate 

terms and conditions with the platform. Data access, however, was not a problem: around 74% agreed 

with the statement that the business could access data collected by the platform. In essence, business 

users who are likely to be app developers, appear to have experienced more problems with a perceived 

lack of fairness by their most important platform than did the 1,667 participants of the survey as whole, 

and the 653 business users who distributed apps but also used the services of a platform for other 

purposes. Even so, more than 50% of the 31 app developers who did not use platforms for other 

purposes claimed that the relationship with the platform was fair.  

In order to analyse more thoroughly potential differentiated treatment, the eight app developers that 

disagreed (“Disagree”, “Strongly disagree” and “Partly agree, partly disagree”) with the statement that 

the platforms treated all business users fairly were asked how they had been treated differently. Five 

respondents claimed that they were treated differently in relation to the pricing of services; four 

respondents mentioned differentiated treatment regarding the placement of advertising. All the other 

potential forms of differentiated treatment, e.g. access to data, the blocking of offerings or the access to 

software functions, were experienced by fewer than four respondents. 

The business users surveyed were also asked whether they had experienced self-preferencing by 

platforms. Among the 31 app developers, only nine reported that the platform offered the same services 

as they did (a prerequisite for self-preferencing). Of these nine businesses, only three claimed that the 

platform favoured its own goods or services. Accordingly, only around 10% of the app developers 

surveyed reported a problem with self-preferencing. Among the 653 surveyed business users who used 

platforms to distribute apps, more than 44% claimed that the platform favoured its own goods or 

services. More details on potential forms of self-preferencing are included in the following chapter. 

Further conclusions based on the above results are omitted here due to the low number of respondents. 

However, the results from the interviews presented in the following chapter will shed further light on 

the occurrence of differentiated treatment. 

3.3 Evidence of differentiated treatment from the interviews 

The following evidence of differentiated treatment is based on 23 interviews with app developers and 

publishers (15 interviews) and their respective associations (six interviews).67 In addition, Google and 

Apple representatives were interviewed as the providers of the largest app stores. The developers and 

publishers were asked for the number of employees of their business. In fact, five businesses each belong 

to the group of businesses with less than ten employees or more than 249 employees, respectively. Two 

interviewees represented a business with between 10 and 49 employees and three a business with 

between 50 and 249 employees. Most of the app developers or publishers interviewed are located within 

the European Economic Area (EEA). The use of platforms is the most important means of distributing 

their applications worldwide. The app developers also greatly appreciated the opportunities offered by 

 

67 See Annex for an overview of the interviews as well as the questionnaire used for the survey among the business users. 
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platforms as a means to sell their services worldwide. Seven developers stated that Apple, creator of 

the iOS platform and owner of Apple App Store, was most important platform for their business; six 

reported that Android and Google Play Store were the most important platforms for them. The 

remaining interviewees either mentioned both as equally important, or did not know how to answer 

this question. With respect to the most important ecosystem (Android and Google Play Store vs. Apple 

App Store and iOS), geographical differences exist within the EEA. According to the app developers, 

the Apple ecosystem was more important in the Nordic countries, while Android and Google were used 

more frequently in Spain, Portugal and France.  

Differentiated treatment, as mentioned previously, can take the form of ‘self-preferencing’, i.e. the 

platform’s own products and services receive better conditions. It can also take the form of favouring 

one or more business users over other, comparable users. The latter form of differentiated treatment 

might occur on non-vertically integrated platforms, while both forms might be found on vertically 

integrated platforms. Google Play Store and Apple App Store both offer their own apps in addition to 

apps from independent business users. Hence, this sector is dominated by vertically integrated 

platforms. This does not, however, mean that all problems described by the interviewees or identified 

through desk research are due to the vertical integration of the platform. This is especially true if the 

apps offered by the app developers have no counterpart on the platforms’ side.  

The platforms interviewed denied treating business users in an unfair manner. Furthermore, they 

denied having received complaints or being aware of evidence of differentiated treatment. 

“[Our] team is unaware of complaints about not being treated fairly.” –

vertically integrated platform  

 

Differentiated treatment is, however, a hot topic for app developers. In fact, 16 interviewees mentioned 

problems with differentiated treatment by platforms.68 The fact that the platforms claim to have 

received no evidence or complaints about this issue may be due to fear of retaliation by the platforms 

(c.f. Section 3.1) on the part of app developers. Six interviewees mentioned problems with Android and 

the Google Play Store, while nine stated that they had encountered difficulties with Apple App Store 

and iOS. Twelve interviewees stated that the platforms had exercised differentiated treatment by 

favouring their own services, rather than by treating equivalent users differently. Among these 

interviewees were ten business users and two associations. Of the business users, five represented a 

business with more than 249 employees, two belonged to the category of businesses with between 50 

and 249 employees, two to the category of between 10 and 49 employees. One business had between 1 

and 9 employees.  

In the context of self-preferencing, a discussion is necessary of the trade-off between building a 

trustworthy environment for consumers and a higher degree of freedom for business users. Platforms 

are interested in customer loyalty. From an economic point of view, higher customer loyalty helps them 

to overcome several factors limiting the market power of the platform on at least one side of the 

 

68 Among those were 13 business users and three associations of app developers and business users.  
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market.69 In particular, it may help to mitigate the problems of ‘multi-homing’ and customers switching 

to other platforms. The platform’s position as gatekeeper is therefore strengthened by customer loyalty. 

Loyalty also enables a platform to charge higher prices or to determine beneficial terms and conditions 

for itself. For consumers, a platform’s efforts to increase customer loyalty may be beneficial because 

users may, for example, benefit from familiarity with the user interface, from services that are better 

tailored to their needs, and from better security (see Chapter 3.1).  

“Overall, [we] are […,] making our product the one a consumer would 

want to use.” – vertically integrated platform  

 

A platform’s efforts to increase customer loyalty may present a particular challenge for business users. 

The platform may, for example, restrict the business user’s access to its hardware, the core settings of 

its operating system or to the personal data of the business user’s customers. Sudden changes to the 

terms and conditions, or the mandatory use of the platform’s services (e.g. maps or payment system) 

may also occur as responses by the platform to security issues it has detected, or to ensure a certain 

quality standard. This may result in less freedom for app developers, which could also limit choice for 

their consumers, as well as limiting competition if the platform replaces the services of independent 

app developers with its own services, due to its favourable market position. Self-preferencing, 

expressed via the same strategies used to enhance customer loyalty, can also be applied by a platform 

to directly increase its own turnover and profits. A distinction between both motives must be 

determined on a case-by-case basis. An analysis of the likely benefits for consumers is conducted in the 

following discussion of the strategies applied by vertically integrated platforms. Table 4 provide an 

overview of the occurrence of these strategies, as mentioned by our interviewees.  

⎯ Blocking 

Although it can occur for legitimate reasons, the blocking or delisting of applications or 

software by a platform is the most severe intervention that can be made in the context of the 

app market. Especially for small businesses, this means being cut off from new customers or 

from the opportunity to attract customers at all.70 This might, as a consequence, result in the 

business having to close down if it cannot break even, due to lower growth expectations. In 

our interviews, small businesses explained that being blocked by the most important app 

stores was the worst-case scenario for their business. In their interviews, the platforms denied 

blocking apps in completely unjustified cases. 

“Common complaints concern removal from app store – this is usually 

related to developers not understanding how they violated the app 

store rules.” – vertically integrated platform  

 

 

69 Evans, D.S., & Schmalensee, R. (2016). Industrial Organization of Markets with Two-Sided Platforms. Competition Policy 

International, 3(1), 151–179 

70 Also, it is impossible to reach the critical mass of customers (see Chapter 2). 
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As described in our interviews, blocking takes two forms. The first is the closure of the 

developer’s account, or the refusal to allow a business the opportunity to get its app listed on 

the platform in the first place. Reasons given for such intervention include security concerns, 

customer complaints or likely fraudulent behaviour by the developers. The purpose of these 

interventions can be to ensure a positive user experience or to strengthen customer trust. 

Blocking can, however, be problematic if app developers or their applications are blocked on 

the basis of suspicions, due to being automatic flagged by the platform’s systems, or because 

the developer is located in the “wrong” country71 – a case that was mentioned in the 

interviews.  

The second form of blocking is the blocking of an app because its content does not comply 

with the terms and conditions of the platform. This is only problematic if:  

- no redress mechanism exists; 

- the judgement is based on an automatically generated decision; 

- the content is blocked even though it is covered by artistic freedom72. In this context, app 

developers report that the content allowed on major platforms was tailored to tastes in 

the US and aimed at attracting as many customers as possible by sticking to the 

mainstream. Accordingly, differentiated treatment may be based on the content of a 

developer’s app. Developers offering content that is further from the mainstream may be 

at a disadvantage compared to those whose content is more in line with the mainstream, 

due to longer review processes including dispute settlement. 

Blocking that aims primarily to give the platform’s own services an edge over competitors is 

the most severe intervention by a platform. The existence of such app store behaviour has 

been claimed in the media.73 Our interviewees, by contrast, did not report any differentiated 

treatment of this type. Instead, the app developers interviewed said that platforms used more 

subtle ways to promote their own services. 

⎯ Ranking or pricing 

These more subtle methods, described by app developers and denied by the platforms, aim to 

favour a platform’s own services in its rankings or in the prices charged to customers. This 

also includes erroneously flagging or labelling apps, e.g. labelling them as insecure, such that 

users might refrain from downloading an app even though it is highly rated. Another method 

of self-preferencing is to intervene in price-setting by app developers and publishers. 

Interviewees reported that the prices charged to consumers by competitors who offer 

substitutes for a platform’s own products or services were increased, due to increased fees 

 

71 One app developer stated that businesses in Eastern Europe were blocked on one of the two big app stores. 
72 "The freedom to imagine, create and distribute diverse cultural expressions free of governmental censorship, political 

interference or the pressures of non-state actors." UNESCO. (2017). " Re|shaping cultural policies: advancing creativity for 

development ". UNESCO. Retrieved 13 January 2020 from https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000260592. P.211 

73 E.g. McKay, T. (2019, April 27). Report: Screen-Time App Developers Say Apple Is Systematically Kicking Them Off App Store. 

Retrieved from https://gizmodo.com/report-screen-time-app-developers-say-apple-is-systemi-1834354131  

https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000260592
https://gizmodo.com/report-screen-time-app-developers-say-apple-is-systemi-1834354131
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being applied by the platform, or that the platform directly intervened in price setting e.g. by 

prescribing price-tiers74. 

In interviews, app developers also described the platforms offering better conditions to some 

independent business users than to others. The fact that more successful apps are ranked more 

highly was not an issue, and was not mentioned by the interviewees. Interviewees reported 

that businesses with an attractive offer to consumers were granted better conditions compared 

to small or medium-sized businesses with a less well-known app. This mainly involved 

offering better terms and conditions or not applying certain terms and conditions (see the 

section on terms and conditions below). An individualised negotiation of fees was not 

mentioned. Furthermore, aspects of price setting were criticised, e.g. a fee of 30% that was 

imposed on digital goods and services, but not on physical goods or services (e.g. ride hailing). 

⎯ Ranking 

Several app developers said that being featured by an app store, or being mentioned in an app 

store’s ‘editor’s choice’ list, was important for the success of an app. They also claimed that 

the factors that determined being chosen for such a promotion were unclear to them. Some 

expressed concerns that the process might not be fair. Consequently, the fairness of the process 

in this context was important to the developers. It would also be beneficial to the platform to 

ensure a fair process because customers are more likely to be satisfied with the services of the 

platform if its featured list contains only the best apps, as compared to a situation in which 

they are dominated by paid advertisements. 

In its report on differentiated treatment, the Expert Group of the EU Observatory on the 

Online Platform Economy noted that the ranking of a platform could be distorted in order to 

maximise the platform’s income rather than maximising benefits to consumers. 75 This issue 

was not mentioned by any of the app developers interviewed.  

⎯ Data access 

Value is created by extracting valuable information from the data, or by the creation of new 

products or services based on the data. 76 Accordingly, businesses must possess suitable 

capabilities to be able to exploit the potential of the data. While larger firms may have the 

resources to make use of this data, most small or medium-sized firms do not. This correlates 

with responses received in our interviews. Most small app developers had not marked data 

access as a problem, and described the amount of data offered as sufficient. Larger enterprises 

stated that they would like to receive more data, e.g. anonymised data to measure the success 

of their products or services. In this context, it was mentioned that the platforms used the 

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) as an argument for not sharing even non-personal 

data, while these data were used by the platform itself to improve its services, sell ads or 

 

74 The platform does not allow the free floating of prices. Instead, business users must decide on a tier (e.g. USD 3.99) that is 

close to the price they actually wanted to charge. 
75 Expert Group of the EU Observatory on the Online Platform Economy. (2019). Differentiated treatment work stream – Observatory 

online platform economy. Forthcoming 

76 Demary, V., Guggenberger, N., Rabovskaja, E., & Rusche, C. (2019). Data Sharing im E-Commerce – Rechtliche und ökonomische 

Grundlagen. Gutachten für ServiCon Service & Consult eG, Cologne, p.34 
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develop new products and services. While compliance with the GDPR is a benefit for 

consumers, the use of the GDPR to limit or distort competition is problematic.  

“Importantly, first-party apps ([platform’s] own apps) also do not get 

developer-level data.” – vertically integrated platform  

 

In their interviews, the platforms argued that they shared the data they were legally allowed 

to share, and that their own apps did not benefit from the data created by other developers 

and their apps. 

⎯ Technical barriers 

The app developers interviewed mentioned that platforms enjoyed an advantageous position 

in relation to hardware (mostly Apple, because it is itself a manufacturer) and software (both 

Apple and Google/Android). Protecting the “core system” from unauthorised or fraudulent 

interventions is beneficial for customers because it ensures functionality and compatibility 

with updates and prevents security issues. Nevertheless, if technical barriers are used to 

promote a platform’s own applications, this hurts customers by distorting competition. In 

interviews, this fact was acknowledged by small business users in particular, but they did not 

regard it as an issue that the platforms had more opportunities since they created the platform, 

had better resources and were best-placed to know the possibilities the ecosystem offered. For 

these smaller businesses, this situation was outweighed by the positive effects of being given 

the opportunity to sell their apps. Nevertheless, most business users interviewed described 

the competition as unfair. Some business users feared the platform entering their market, or 

even reported that the platform had already copied their app. The platforms, by contrast, 

stated that they had received no such complaints. They furthermore stated that the rules of 

the app store applied equally to the platform’s own apps as to apps produced by independent 

developers. 

The app developers interviewed reported the pre-installation of a platform’s own apps as an 

issue. Once a platform has preinstalled its own apps on a mobile device, consumers tend to 

use these apps instead of searching for alternatives (see Section 3.4). The selection of the 

preinstalled app, therefore, can have tremendous effects on competition.  

Interviewees also expressed the view that access to the voice-control on platforms was 

problematic. For example, a voice-assistant system (e.g. Siri) was primarily connected to the 

platform’s own products. At least with regard to music streaming on Apple, however, the 

latest version of iOS (13.2) also supports independent streaming offers.77 Another issue 

mentioned was that the platform could contact the users of apps for marketing purposes, 

while app developers were unable to contact their customers at all. New feature updates 

prepared by independent business users for distribution to their customers with were 

neglected, while platforms immediately updated their own services. Also, access to mobile 

 

77 Becker, L. (2019, October 7). Spotify integriert Siri-Unterstützung in iOS 13. Retrieved from https://www.heise.de/mac-and-

i/meldung/Spotify-integriert-Siri-Unterstuetzung-in-iOS-13-4547467.html  

https://www.heise.de/mac-and-i/meldung/Spotify-integriert-Siri-Unterstuetzung-in-iOS-13-4547467.html
https://www.heise.de/mac-and-i/meldung/Spotify-integriert-Siri-Unterstuetzung-in-iOS-13-4547467.html
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device hardware was reported as an issue, e.g. where GPS or NFC systems were accessible to 

the platform, but not to business users. 

⎯ Terms and conditions 

Some interviewees stated that Apple did not apply its terms and conditions uniformly across 

the EEA. According to some app developers, terms and conditions were interpreted 

differently by Apple employees in different countries. Businesses operating the same business 

model had to comply with different Apple rules in certain countries of the EEA. This 

contradicts the Digital Single Market78 and is itself a form of differentiated treatment. App 

developers in one country might benefit from a more favourable interpretation of Apple’s 

terms and conditions compared to app developers in other countries.  

The interviewees also mentioned that larger businesses could negotiate terms and conditions 

with the platform to get a better deal, in contrast to smaller businesses that did not have this 

opportunity. Furthermore, interviewees claimed that terms and conditions were applied more 

rigorously to small businesses than they were to to the developers of apps that were most 

attractive to customers. The survey also indicates such an influence on terms and conditions. 

More than 50% of all participants in the survey (Section 2) and almost 50% of the 31 businesses 

that distribute apps but do not sell goods or services or list accommodations through a 

platform (Section 3.2) agreed with the statement that they were able to negotiate the terms and 

conditions. In contrast, most app developers and publishers we interviewed did not mention 

such an opportunity. In fact, some business users complained that terms and conditions were 

presented by the platform as a “take it or leave it” offer.  

⎯ Customer support 

Customer support is a redress mechanism offered by the platform for business users and their 

issues. It includes general information and the clarification of issues and actions by the 

platform (e.g. the delisting of apps). In interviews, small businesses in particular described 

having to interact with bots (automated replies) when they reached out to the platform 

through customer support. Larger businesses, in contrast, described having personal contact 

with support staff from the platform. Businesses of all sizes mentioned in interviews that they 

were not always able to solve their issues via customer support. Generally, app developers 

agreed that customer support was provided differently depending on whether the business 

was small and unknown or successful with a long history with the platform. This was 

supported by one platform interview. 

“For developers that have a big brand and use multiple [platform] 

products and services, or are important to the overall ecosystem, the 

app store provides more support.” – vertically integrated platform  

 

 

78 European Commission. (2015). A Digital Single Market Strategy for Europe - Analysis and Evidence. SWD (2015) 100 final, Brussels: 

European Commission 
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In this context, business users hoped that the P2B regulation would improve the situation79. 

Small businesses said that they did not have the financial means to file a suit against one of 

the big platforms.  

TABLE 4. OCCURRENCE OF DIFFERENTIATED TREATMENT OF APP DEVELOPERS BY VERTICALLY 
INTEGRATED ONLINE PLATFORMS, ACCORDING TO INTERVIEWEES 

FORMS OF DIFFERENTIATED 

TREATMENT 

DETAILS / FURTHER INFORMATION MARKED AS 

AN ISSUE AT 

LEAST ONCE 

Blocking 

Fast and comprehensive blocking of 

developer’s accounts as a reaction to a complaint or other reason 
Yes 

Fast and comprehensive blocking of apps   
allegedly offensive or indecent content or apps 

allegedly non-compliant with the terms and 
conditions 

Yes 

Blocking of substitutes to platform’s 

products or services 
delisting apps once the platform offers the same 

service itself 
Yes 

Ranking or Pricing 

Better conditions for developers with 

attractive and successful apps 

e.g. lower prices, higher rankings for business users 
with particularly attractive offers for users on a 

different or the same side of the market  

Yes 

Impeding business users that offer 

substitutes to the platform’s own 

products or services 

e.g. increasing price, labelling the app as insecure or 
downgrading the ranking of business users 
offering alternatives to the platform’s own 

products or services; or mandatory usage of 
prescribed price tiers by business users 

Yes 

Ranking 

Blocking or impeding business users with 

low turnover 

e.g. decreasing ranking of business users with low 
turnover from the point of view of the 

platform  
(Yes) 

Pricing 

Individualised fees / prices  
charging different prices to business users  No 

Data access 

Self-preferencing with respect to data  
e.g. not sharing data with business users, the platform 

introducing its own products or services as a 
substitute to the offerings of business users, based on 

the analysis of platform data  

Yes 

 

79 Regulation (EU) 2019/1150 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 June 2019 on promoting fairness and 

transparency for business users of online intermediation services. 
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Providing high-quality data only to some 

business users e.g. real-time or highly detailed data No 

Technical barriers 

Preinstalling platform’s own 

applications, or mandatory usage of the 

platform’s services in apps 
e.g. maps 

Yes 

Restricting technical access by business 

user  e.g. hardware access, access to data or interfaces Yes 

Terms and Conditions 

Determining preferential conditions for 

the platform in the terms and conditions  

better conditions or not applying certain terms and 
conditions to the platform’s own goods and 

services 
Yes 

Not uniformly applying terms and 

conditions to all business users 

better terms and conditions for business users with 
high turnover and/or not applying terms and 

conditions to these users  
Yes 

Customer Support 

Better customer support for business 

users with attractive and successful apps 
e.g. direct contact to a person versus automated 

response to enquiry 
Yes 

Source: Compiled by the authors based on interviews with app developers conducted for this report. 

3.4 Platform and device neutrality 

In recent years, platform and device neutrality have been discussed in the context of differentiated 

treatment.  

In its Regulation80 concerning the open internet, the European Parliament and the Council mainly 

addressed providers of internet access services, aiming to safeguard “equal and non-discriminatory 

treatment of traffic”81. They determined that “End-users shall have the right to access and distribute 

information and content, use and provide applications and services, and use terminal equipment of 

their choice, irrespective of the end user’s or provider’s location or the location, origin or destination of 

the information, content, application or service, via their internet access service.”82 The paramount 

purpose of this is to ensure that internet access services provide consumers with connectivity to all 

endpoints of the internet83. By restricting access to some websites or services, or simply by slowing 

 

80 European Parliament and the Council. (2015). Regulation (EU) 2015/2120. Official Journal of the European Union. Vol 58 (L 310/1), 

p. 1-18  

81 Ibid. Article 1(1) 
82 Ibid Article 3(1) 

83 Ibid Article 2(2) 
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down certain traffic, internet access services may drag consumers away from some services, influence 

the choices made by consumers, and hence distort competition.  

Since the implementation of the Regulation in 2015, however, the importance of digital platforms has 

increased, not only in the app economy. For example, platforms act as gatekeepers to consumers 

accessing content on their platform. Against this backdrop, some papers argue that the Open Internet 

Regulation should be adjusted to also safeguard the open internet within the networks created by the 

platforms84. When considering the app economy, two forms of neutrality must be addressed. The first 

form is platform neutrality; the second is device neutrality.  

Platform neutrality focuses on the app stores and seeks to safeguard access by consumers to the apps 

that are available for their devices. A strong principle of platform neutrality is the non-discriminatory 

presentation of the platform’s content85. However, as stated by the Expert Group86, among others87, one 

purpose of a platform is to discriminate by ranking apps in a certain way in order to reduce transaction 

costs. Platform users are not presented with a random selection of apps devoted to random purposes, 

from which they must select for themselves. Instead, the platform presents the most suitable results for 

a user’s needs. Furthermore, Krämer and Schnurr (2018) find no evidence that warrants a general non-

discrimination rule, at least from a static efficiency perspective. What is problematic, however, are 

unjustified discriminations including self-preferencing, i.e. the illegitimate application of differentiated 

treatment. Accordingly, rather than implementing a general platform neutrality regulation, a case-by-

case analysis of the ways in which differentiated treatment occurs is warranted (Section 3.3). 

In 2018, the French Autorité de Régulation des Communications Électroniques et des Postes (Arcep) 

discussed whether mobile devices and the installed operating system were the weak link in achieving 

an open internet.88 This discussion included the issue of so-called ‘device neutrality’. Device neutrality 

aims at the non-discriminatory access of consumers to “the services/apps they use based on platform 

control by hardware companies89”. Innovation may be hampered and consumers harmed if restrictions 

on the distribution of and access to content or services are implemented by device manufacturers or 

operating system providers.90 Such restrictions can take the form of differentiated treatment, e.g. if the 

 

84 For example, Arcep. (2018). Smartphones, tablets, voice assistants… Devices, the weak link in achieving an open Internet. 

Report on their limitations and proposals for corrective measures. Retrieved from 

https://www.arcep.fr/uploads/tx_gspublication/rapport-terminaux-fev2018-ENG.pdf; Krämer, J. (2019). Device neutrality: the 

missing link for fair and transparent online competition? Centre on Regulation in Europe (Cerre) Issue Paper March 2019. 

Brussels 
85 Krämer, J., Schnurr, D. (2018). Is there a need for platform neutrality regulation in the EU? Telecommunications Policy, 42(7), 

514-529 

86 Expert Group of the EU Observatory on the Online Platform Economy. (2019). Differentiated treatment work stream – 

Observatory online platform economy. Forthcoming 

87 Krämer, J., Schnurr, D. (2018). Is there a need for platform neutrality regulation in the EU? Telecommunications Policy, 42(7), 

514-529; Renda, A. (2015). Antitrust, Regulation and the Neutrality Trap: A plea for a smart, evidence-based internet policy. 

Ceps Special Report No. 104. Retrieved from https://www.ceps.eu/system/files/SR104_AR_NetNeutrality.pdf 

88 Arcep. (2018). Smartphones, tablets, voice assistants… Devices, the weak link in achieving an open Internet. Report on their 

limitations and proposals for corrective measures. Retrieved from https://www.arcep.fr/uploads/tx_gspublication/rapport-

terminaux-fev2018-ENG.pdf 
89 Hermes Center for Transparency and Digital Human Rights. (2017). After net neutrality, device neutrality. Retrieved from 

https://www.hermescenter.org/net-neutrality-device-neutrality/ 

90 Arcep. (2018). Smartphones, tablets, voice assistants… Devices, the weak link in achieving an open Internet. Report on their 

limitations and proposals for corrective measures. Retrieved from https://www.arcep.fr/uploads/tx_gspublication/rapport-

terminaux-fev2018-ENG.pdf. P. 59 

https://www.arcep.fr/uploads/tx_gspublication/rapport-terminaux-fev2018-ENG.pdf
https://www.arcep.fr/uploads/tx_gspublication/rapport-terminaux-fev2018-ENG.pdf
https://www.arcep.fr/uploads/tx_gspublication/rapport-terminaux-fev2018-ENG.pdf
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platform’s own apps are preinstalled; if independent apps are discriminated by incorrect labelling; or if 

voice control of mobile devices favours the platform’s services. Nevertheless, a platform can have 

legitimate reasons for applying differentiated treatment, e.g. security concerns or allowing the 

consumers to use the device right out of the box.  

To sum up, for both forms of neutrality the implementation of a general regulation is not recommended 

because the platforms can have legitimate reasons for applying some forms of differentiated treatment. 

Furthermore, differentiated treatment in the app economy can also benefit end users. There are, 

however, forms of differentiated treatment whose effects are predominantly negative. The results of 

both the online survey and the interviews indicate that differentiated treatment by app store platforms 

does indeed occur, and takes several forms. The interviews, in particular, reveal some discontent on the 

part of app developers. At the same time, the problem of differentiated treatment does not appear to be 

predominant. In addition, sample sizes are too small to draw any quantitatively backed conclusions. 
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4 Case Study: E-Commerce 

E-commerce describes the buying and selling of goods and services online. Consumers can choose from 

a variety of e-commerce channels, ranging from online shops operated by brands, to the online 

presences of retailers, and online marketplaces. For producers of goods and services, the basic decision 

with respect to e-commerce is whether to implement their own web presence, to sell via an online 

marketplace91, or both. 

This case study focuses on the producers of goods and services (business users) that use online 

marketplaces to sell their products. The main question we seek to address is whether such business 

users receive differentiated treatment by online marketplaces. We also examine what circumstances 

might mitigate or enhance this type of platform behaviour. As previously mentioned, the data collected 

for this analysis do not offer a representative view on differentiated treatment EU level. Instead, our 

analysis focuses on the types of differentiated treatment that occur, and the reasons behind it. In 

particular, we examine the relationship between the differentiated treatment of business users by online 

marketplaces, and the structure of such marketplaces. We examine whether vertically integrated 

platforms are more likely to engage in differentiating behaviour than non-vertically integrated 

platforms, and how the general market structure is interlinked with this. 

The case study is organised as follows. Chapter 4.1 provides an overview of the relevance of e-commerce 

marketplaces in Europe, using data from various sources. The results of the business user survey of 

business users of online platforms in Europe in the context of differentiated treatment by e-commerce 

marketplaces are presented in Chapter 4.2. Chapter 4.3 evaluates this phenomenon by summarising the 

findings of interviews conducted with business users of such platforms, with the e-commerce 

marketplaces themselves, and with associations representing either group. Conclusions are presented 

in Chapter 4.4. 

4.1 The relevance of e-commerce platforms in Europe 

E-commerce has increased in popularity ever since the first secure transactions via the internet were 

carried out in 199492 (Figure 6). In 2018, 60% of the population in the EU 28 had made purchases online 

during the past 12 months. This amounts to an increase of 20 percentage points compared to 2010. 

Online shopping behaviour among the EU’s Member States is very heterogeneous, however. The share 

of people buying products and services online during the past 12 months in 2018 varies between 84% 

in Denmark (with similarly high shares in the UK, the Netherlands, Sweden and Germany) and just 

20% in Romania (followed by Bulgaria, Cyprus, Croatia and Italy). The increase in online shopping 

since 2010 varies too: Member States with below-average shares of online shoppers in 2018 show a much 

higher average increase.  

 

91 The terms online marketplace, e-commerce marketplace or e-commerce platform are used interchangeably in this case study. 

92 Fessenden, M. (2015, November 30). What Was the First Thing Sold on the Internet? Retrieved from 

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/what-was-first-thing-sold-internet-180957414/  

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/what-was-first-thing-sold-internet-180957414/
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FIGURE 6. SHARE OF PEOPLE MAKING ONLINE PURCHASES IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS (%) 

Source: Eurostat. (2019, November 22). Internet purchases by individuals (isoc_ec_ibuy). Retrieved from 

http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=isoc_ec_ibuy&lang=de 

It is evident that e-commerce plays an increasingly important role for consumers in Europe. It is also a 

vital part of the business landscape (Figure 7). While 16% of all enterprises in the EU 28 sold goods and 

services via the internet in 2018, on average 17% of all companies’ turnover in the EU 28 stemmed from 

online sales. Many Member States exhibit a similarly balanced share, including the UK, Croatia and 

Italy. In countries such as Ireland, Belgium and the Czech Republic, the share of enterprises’ turnover 

from e-commerce was higher than the share of companies that offered web sales, implying that those 

companies that did sell online, did so successfully. In other Member States such as Cyprus, Greece or 

Latvia, the share of e-commerce turnover was much lower than the share of companies offering web 

sales. Overall, the relevance of e-commerce to the suppliers of goods and services, i.e. business users, 

differs between Member States. However, the general trend over recent years has been positive, 

meaning that both a greater share of companies now sell online, and that turnover from e-commerce 

has risen. 
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FIGURE 7. SHARE OF ENTERPRISES WITH WEB SALES VS SHARE OF ENTERPRISES' TOTAL TURNOVER 
FROM E-COMMERCE IN 2018 (%)  

All enterprises with at least 10 employees (excluding the financial sector). Data for Malta from 2017.  

Sources: Eurostat. (2019, November 26). E-commerce sales (isoc_ec_eseln2). Retrieved from 

https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=isoc_ec_eseln2&lang=en; Eurostat. (2019, November 22). Value of e-

commerce sales (isoc_ec_evaln2). Retrieved from 

https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=isoc_ec_evaln2&lang=en 

Sales of goods and services via the internet are facilitated by online platforms (i.e. online marketplaces) 

that enable transactions between buyers and sellers. The other possibility for a business to sell online is 

to establish its own web shop, which is the most common way to sell online for most enterprises offering 

web sales.93 As a proportion of all enterprises across the Member States, the share of companies making 

use of an online marketplace is rather low (Figure 8): On average, just 7% of all enterprises with at least 

10 employees in the EU 28 sold via an online marketplace in 2018. If only those companies offering web 

sales are considered, this number rises to 40% across the EU 28.  

  

 

93Eurostat. (2019, November 22). E-commerce sales (isoc_ec_eseln2). Retrieved from 

https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=isoc_ec_eseln2&lang=en. All enterprises with at least 10 employees 

(without financial sector). 
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However, Member States exhibit great heterogeneity with respect to the popularity of online 

marketplaces among business users. In countries like Italy (64%), Cyprus or Poland (53% each), 

businesses which operate online make extensive use of marketplaces. Enterprises in other Member 

States such as Finland (10%), Croatia (13), the Czech Republic and Denmark (18% each) depend much 

less on marketplaces for their web sales. 

FIGURE 8. SHARE OF SALES VIA ONLINE MARKETPLACES IN 2018 (%)  

All enterprises with at least 10 employees (without financial sector). 

Source: Eurostat. (2019, November 22). E-commerce sales (isoc_ec_eseln2). Retrieved from 

https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=isoc_ec_eseln2&lang=en 

Still, this data suggests that many European businesses use online marketplaces, and that they interact 

frequently with this business model. Based on the available Eurostat data, roughly 100,000 enterprises 

with at least 10 employees are active on online marketplaces across the EU 28, excluding the financial 

sector.94 This figure is likely to be an underestimate, as online marketplaces offer a particularly useful 

way for smaller businesses to attract customers95 and the number of small businesses within the EU 28 

far exceeds the number of larger ones96. As the Eurostat data on e-commerce sales via online 

 

94 Authors’ own calculation based on Eurostat. (2019, November 22). E-commerce sales (isoc_ec_eseln2). Retrieved from 

https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=isoc_ec_eseln2&lang=en. All enterprises with at least 10 employees 

(excluding the financial sector); Eurostat. (2019, November 27). Annual enterprise statistics by size class for special aggregates of 

activities (NACE Rev. 2). Retrieved from https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/submitViewTableAction.do. All enterprises 

with at least 10 employees (exclsuing the financial sector). Most recent data from 2016. 
95 Based on interview with e-commerce platform. 

96 Eurostat. (2019, November 27). Annual enterprise statistics by size class for special aggregates of activities (NACE Rev. 2). Retrieved 

from https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/submitViewTableAction.do 
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marketplaces includes only larger enterprises, the actual number of businesses selling via online 

platforms in the EU is likely to be much higher than 100,000. Data from Amazon puts the number of 

European third-party sellers97 on its marketplace at 130,000.98 eBay states that as many as 350,000 small 

businesses in Europe use its platform.99 

As is typical for the online platform business model100, online marketplaces tend to grow large. Due to 

a lack of available data, it is difficult to determine the size of the most relevant e-commerce platforms 

within Europe. It is, however, of paramount importance to differentiate between the two types of 

business models employed by online marketplaces: vertically integrated and non-vertically integrated. 

The former includes a retail arm in addition to a platform that brings together individual business users 

and customers. The retail arm of these platform companies acts as a large business user on the platform, 

but is in fact owned and operated by the platform itself. In contrast, non-vertically integrated online 

marketplaces are pure platform businesses. While Amazon or Zalando are examples of vertically 

integrated e-commerce platforms, eBay, Rakuten, AliExpress or Etsy are not vertically integrated, 

meaning they do not sell goods or services themselves.101 

Amazon is the most important online marketplace in several European countries, as well as in the 

United States (Figure 9). In January/February 2019, online shoppers spent more than half of their total 

e-commerce expenditure on Amazon in Germany and the United States, and close to half of all e-

commerce expenditure in Spain and France. This detail does not enable any distinction to be made 

between Amazon’s retail and platform arms. In other countries covered by the data set, customers have 

a different focus102: both the Netherlands and the Czech Republic reported low shares for Amazon (9% 

and 4% of online shopping expenditure, respectively). Dutch customers seemingly preferred other 

online marketplaces (45% of online expenditure)103 while Czech customers spent a third of their online 

shopping expenditure on retailers’ websites. 

 

 

97 Third-party seller is used as a synonym for a business user of a vertically integrated platform (that is not part of the retail arm 

of the platform). 

98 Derived from interview. 

99 Derived from interview. 
100 Demary, V., & Rusche, C. (2018). The Economics of Platforms. IW-Analyse No. 123. Cologne, Germany: Institut der deutschen 

Wirtschaft Köln Medien GmbH 

101 Note that all platform names in this paper refer to the main platform operated by a platform operator. 
102 This could in part be because Amazon operates its marketplace in five European countries, i.e. Germany, France, Italy, Spain 

and the UK. 

103 Such as the online bookstore bol.com or Zalando. ING Economisch Bureau. (2019). Nieuwe strijd staat voor de deur in online 

retail. De impact van platformisering op non-food retail. Retrieved from https://www.ing.nl/media/ING_EBZ_nieuwe-strijd-staat-

voor-de-deur-in-online-retail_tcm162-163042.pdf  

https://www.ing.nl/media/ING_EBZ_nieuwe-strijd-staat-voor-de-deur-in-online-retail_tcm162-163042.pdf
https://www.ing.nl/media/ING_EBZ_nieuwe-strijd-staat-voor-de-deur-in-online-retail_tcm162-163042.pdf
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FIGURE 9. SHARE OF CUSTOMERS’ ONLINE SHOPPING EXPENDITURE IN JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2019 
(%) 

Source: Gorilla Group. (2019, November 22). The Future Shopper Report. Retrieved from 

https://www.gorillagroup.com/trending/original-research-future-shopper-report-2019/ 

General awareness of Amazon among European consumers is widespread (Figure 10). According to a 

2019 survey of more than 400,000 internet users worldwide, the share of those who had ordered 

products via Amazon during the previous 12 months exceeded 80% in the UK, Austria, Germany and 

Italy. France and Spain exhibit only slightly smaller numbers. While data concerning Amazon and its 

users are fragmented and incomplete, both in scope and in source, they are of far higher quality than 

data for comparable online marketplaces. Despite their limitations, the existing data demonstrate the 

great relevance of Amazon within Europe. Since Amazon is a vertically integrated platform, it is 

important for the purposes of this paper to determine the relevance of Amazon’s marketplace compared 

with its retail arm. The marketplace encompasses interactions between Amazon and business users that 

fall within the scope of this study. Amazon states that third-party sellers make up an increasing 

proportion of business on its platform.  
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FIGURE 10. SHARE OF INTERNET USERS SURVEYED IN 2019 WHO HAVE ORDERED PRODUCTS ON 
AMAZON DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS (%)  

Selection of countries, only specific domain of each country.  

Source: Statista. (2019, November 29). El uso de Amazon en el mundo. Retrieved from https://es.statista.com/grafico/18609/uso-de-

amazon-por-paises/ 

Existing data also allows no distinctions to be made between Amazon’s retail arm and its marketplace 

at EU level. Statistics from several Member States do, however, allow some insights into the relevance 

of the marketplace – although due to different methodology, these data might differ slightly from those 

examined previously. 

In Germany, 46% of all online sales in 2018 were associated with Amazon;104 19% via Amazon’s retail 

arm, and 27% via Amazon’s marketplace. In comparison, only 8% of online sales occurred via other 

online marketplaces. Thus, Amazon accounts for 77% of all sales via online marketplaces in Germany. 

In the UK, 36% of e-retailers (i.e. businesses selling products and services online) use marketplaces such 

as Amazon or eBay.105 Another study put Amazon’s overall share of the UK’s e-commerce market at 

30% in January 2019.106 For France, the same study arrived at a 19% market share for Amazon. Another 

 

104 IFH Köln GmbH. (2019, November 28). Online Monitor 2019. Berlin: HDE – Handelsverband Deutschland 
105 Visualsoft. (2018, December 12). Share of e-retailers utilizing online marketplaces in the United Kingdom (UK) from 2017 to 

2018 [Graph]. In Statista. Retrieved December 04, 2019, from https://www.statista.com/statistics/990074/retailers-using-online-

marketplaces-in-the-uk/  

106 ING Economisch Bureau. (2019). Nieuwe strijd staat voor de deur in online retail. De impact van platformisering op non-food retail. 

Retrieved from https://www.ing.nl/media/ING_EBZ_nieuwe-strijd-staat-voor-de-deur-in-online-retail_tcm162-163042.pdf  
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survey estimates that 80% of Amazon’s sales growth in France in 2018 stemmed from its marketplace.107 

At 6% in 2018, Amazon’s share of the e-commerce market in the Netherlands was lower than in the 

other Member States mentioned.108 

While e-commerce platforms are open to many types of business users – from the self-employed, to 

businesses with few employees and large brands with thousands of employees – many of their business 

users are small- and medium-sized companies.109 Amazon, for example, puts the largest share of its 

third-party sellers at between two and 50 employees. Etsy states that 80% of its business users are self-

employed sellers with no employees. The sheer number of the 350,000 European businesses that eBay 

claims operate via its platform indicates that a large share of these are probably small- and medium-

sized as well. In contrast, Zalando, being a closed platform for about 350 brands, likely caters to larger 

business users. 

To sum up, online marketplaces in general play a crucial role within the European Union’s e-commerce 

landscape, in particular for small- and medium-sized companies. This makes a balanced relationship 

between e-commerce platforms and the business users that form their supply side even more important. 

While Amazon is the leader in many markets – particularly in larger, Western European Member States 

– it is one of many competitors in other Member States’ e-commerce markets.  

4.2 Evidence of differentiated treatment from the survey 

4.2.1. Platform behavior and differentiated treatment  

In order to apply the survey of business users of online platforms conducted in the autumn of 2019 to 

e-commerce, the results were filtered according to the following logic. As a first step, only those 

respondents were selected who had stated that they used online platforms to sell physical goods. This 

left a sample of 1,194 respondents. Most respondents, however, used online platforms in more than one 

way. Therefore, in a second step, only those respondents were selected who had chosen an e-commerce 

marketplace as the online platform most important for their business. Because this question in the 

survey was an open one, all answers given were analysed to determine the most commonly identified 

e-commerce marketplaces.110 This step resulted in a set of 267 respondents for analyse further. Note that 

such sample size requires a particularly cautious interpretation of the data.111 

Nearly two-thirds of these e-commerce business users stated that they were completely or very 

dependent on online platforms (Figure 11). This confirms the relevance of e-commerce platforms 

 

107 Offremedia. (2019, February 6). E-commerce: Amazon renforce son leadership avec 17,3% de part de marché, soit plus de 2 fois plus 

ques on dauphin CDiscount. Retrieved from https://www.offremedia.com/e-commerce-amazon-renforce-son-leadership-avec-173-

de-part-de-marche-soit-plus-de-2-fois-plus-que  
108 Twinkle100.nl. (2019, September 19). Leading online retailers based on revenue in the Netherlands from 2015 to 2018 (in 

million euros) [Graph]. In Statista. Retrieved December 04, 2019, from https://www.statista.com/statistics/624008/ranking-of-

online-retailers-based-on-revenue-in-the-netherlands/  

109 All data in this paragraph derived from interviews with the respective platforms. 
110 The selected e-commerce marketplaces were AliExpress, Allegro, Amazon, eBay, Etsy, Rakuten, and Zalando, including 

different spellings. 

111 For quality control, the results were compared to the results of the larger sample of 1,194 respondents. There were no notable 

structural deviations. 

https://www.offremedia.com/e-commerce-amazon-renforce-son-leadership-avec-173-de-part-de-marche-soit-plus-de-2-fois-plus-que
https://www.offremedia.com/e-commerce-amazon-renforce-son-leadership-avec-173-de-part-de-marche-soit-plus-de-2-fois-plus-que
https://www.statista.com/statistics/624008/ranking-of-online-retailers-based-on-revenue-in-the-netherlands/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/624008/ranking-of-online-retailers-based-on-revenue-in-the-netherlands/
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analysed in Chapter 4.1. Such a dependence on online platforms warrants a closer look at the behaviour 

of online platforms vis-à-vis their business users, in order to identify potential differentiated treatment. 

FIGURE 11. DEPENDENCE OF E-COMMERCE BUSINESS USERS ON ONLINE PLATFORMS IN THE 2019 
BUSINESS USER SURVEY (%) 

Only business users that sell physical goods via online platforms, and who identified an e-commerce platform as the platform 

most important for their business; N=267.  

Source: Results from the business user survey. 

In order to obtain a general impression of whether or not respondents were content with their most 

important online platform, they were asked about their experiences with those platforms. Most 

respondents reported positive experiences (Figure 12). There was widespread agreement: 80% of 

respondents strongly agreed or agreed that it was easy for them to obtain help or guidance from the 

platform. Roughly 72% found the costs of platform services to be adequate; 70% strongly agreed or 

agreed that they could easily access the data they needed. Of all the options offered in this survey 

question, negotiating the contractual terms and conditions with the platform produced the lowest level 

of agreement, at around 61%. These results show that overall, a clear majority of the e-commerce 

respondents agreed that online platforms treated their business users fairly. Around two-thirds of 

respondents also strongly agreed or agreed that many other business users on the platform offered 

products similar to their own, indicating that competition among business users appears high. 
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FIGURE 12. EXPERIENCES OF E-COMMERCE BUSINESS USERS WITH ONLINE PLATFORMS IN THE 2019 
BUSINESS USER SURVEY (%) 

Only business users that sell physical goods via online platforms, and who identified an e-commerce platform as the platform 

most important for their business; multiple answers possible; N=267. 

Source: Results from the business user survey. 

A closer look at some of the respondents’ experiences provides some more insights into possible 

differentiated treatment by e-commerce platforms. Figure 12 also shows the distribution of responses 

to the statement “The platform treats all its business users in an unbiased and fair way”. More than one-

fifth of the respondents strongly agreed, while another 46% agreed. The share of respondents 

disagreeing or strongly disagreeing was comparatively low, at around 7%. This result does not point to 

the widespread occurrence of differentiated treatment.  

The statement “My business can easily access the data collected by the platform that is important for 

my business”, which focuses on data access as a specific type of differentiated treatment (see Chapter 

2), yields a very similar result. Around 70% of respondents strongly agreed or agreed with this 

statement. Around 9% disagreed or strongly disagreed. Thus, the vast majority of respondents did not 

report any challenges with respect to data access among business users of e-commerce marketplaces. 

Although the share of e-commerce business users who experienced differentiated treatment by online 

platforms is low, it is still vital to examine the experiences of these business users in greater detail to 

determine the type of differentiated treatment they encountered (Figure 13). Most commonly, the 
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placement of advertising was indicated as unfair treatment by the platform. This type of behaviour was 

specified by 62% of those respondents who had experienced differentiated treatment. The questionnaire 

did not specify what exactly this entailed. Hence, both paid ranking results and the general placement 

of advertisements on the platform should be covered. The ranking of listings was the second most 

common type of differentiated treatment, at 58%. Around 53% of respondents claimed they had been 

unfairly treated through the platform’s pricing of its services. In general, there was little variation 

between the shares of respondents who reported a specific type of platform behaviour. It can therefore 

be concluded that differentiated treatment of e-commerce business users is not widespread, and where 

it occurs it takes various forms. 

FIGURE 13. TYPES OF DIFFERENTIATED TREATMENT EXPERIENCED BY E-COMMERCE BUSINESS 
USERS OF ONLINE PLATFORMS IN THE 2019 BUSINESS USER SURVEY (%) 

Only business users that sell physical goods via online platforms, and who identified an e-commerce platform as the platform 

most important for their business; only respondents who strongly disagreed, disagreed or partially agreed, partially disagreed 

with the statement “The platform treats all its business users in an unbiased and fair way.”; multiple answers possible, N varies 

between 28 and 81. 

Source: Results from the business user survey. 

 

4.2.2. The role of vertically integrated platforms 

Differentiated treatment by e-commerce platforms could be related to the structure of such platforms. 

In particular, platforms that are vertically integrated may have an incentive to favour the products of 

their own retail arm over those offered by business users in their marketplace. The respondents of the 

business user survey used a wide variety of e-commerce platforms for their business. Of the 267 e-

commerce business users that took part in the survey, most – namely, 187 – used Amazon as their main 
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themselves, around 75% agreed (Figure 14).112 These respondents were then asked whether the platform 

favoured its own products. Nearly 53% of the 200 e-commerce respondents who were asked this 

question claimed that they had experienced this type of behaviour. While this does not prove that 

differentiated treatment occurred in markets with vertically integrated online marketplaces – especially 

considering the limitations of the non-representative survey –, it is a strong indication for it .113 

FIGURE 14. E-COMMERCE BUSINESS PERCEIVE THEIR MOST IMPORTANT PLATFORM AS A 
COMPETITOR AND SELF-PREFERENCING IN THE 2019 BUSINESS USER SURVEY (%) 

Only business users that sell physical goods via online platforms, and who identify an e-commerce platform as the platform 

most important for their business; N varies between 200 and 267. 

Source: Results from the business user survey. 

Note that there is an inconsistency in the data at this point: In total, 81 respondents (strongly) disagreed 

or partly disagreed with the statement “The platform treats all its business users in an unbiased and fair 

way” (Figure 12). In contrast, 106 thought that the main platform they used had engaged in self-

preferencing (Figure 14). One possible explanation for this is that at least some respondents interpreted 

“fair and unbiased” treatment by the platform as referring to competition between business users, and 

did not consider self-preferencing when agreeing with this statement. In any case, the results here need 

to be interpreted with caution. 

 

112 This roughly corresponds to the share of respondents naming a vertically integrated platform as most important for their 

business. 

113 This is in line with the theoretical analysis of the Expert Group of the EU Observatory on the Online Platform Economy 

(Expert Group of the EU Observatory on the Online Platform Economy. (2019). Differentiated treatment work stream – Observatory 

online platform economy. Forthcoming). 
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FIGURE 15. TYPES OF DIFFERENTIATED TREATMENT OF E-COMMERCE BUSINESS USERS BY 
VERTICALLY INTEGRATED ONLINE PLATFORMS IN THE 2019 BUSINESS USER SURVEY (%) 

Only business users that sell physical goods via online platforms and who identify an e-commerce platform as the platform 

most important for their business; only respondents answering “yes” to the question “Does the platform … itself offer the same 

(or very similar) goods or services to those that your business offers on the platform?” and “yes” to the question “Have you 

ever noticed the online platform favouring its own goods or services over the same (or very similar) goods or services that your 

business offers on the platform?”; multiple answers possible, N varies between 59 and 106. 

Source: Results from the business user survey. 

To obtain more detailed information regarding the types of differentiated treatment experienced, those 

respondents who reported the favouring of a platform’s own goods were asked to identify how this 

manifested itself (Figure 15). Around 92% of the respondents to this question stated that the platform 

favoured its own goods with respect to ranking. Roughly 81% had experienced restricted access to the 

platform’s software functions. Nearly as many reported differences in the placement of advertising. 

Compared to Figure 13, which depicts the types of differentiated treatment overall, the shares for 

vertically integrated platforms are much higher: on average by around 25 percentage points. This 

implies a much higher incidence of differentiated treatment among survey respondents who used 

vertically integrated platforms. 

4.2.3. Disagreements and redress 

Business relationships can be characterised by disputes and disagreements. Their resolution is part of 

the relationship and can be part of differentiated treatment as well. Around 42% of the 267 e-commerce 

business users reported never experiencing any problems or disagreements with the online platform 

they used (Figure 16). However, around 18% stated that such problems had occurred frequently during 

their relationship with the platform. Another 26% had experienced such problems a few times. The 

survey did not ask for the evolvement of such disagreements over time. The ability to resolve such 

conflicts is of great importance to the relationship between an e-commerce platform and its business 

users. 
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FIGURE 16. PROBLEMS, DISPUTES OR DISAGREEMENTS BETWEEN BUSINESS USERS AND E-
COMMERCE PLATFORMS IN THE 2019 BUSINESS USER SURVEY (%) 

Only business users that sell physical goods via online platforms and who identify an e-commerce platform as the platform 

most important for their business; multiple answers possible; N=267.  

Source: Results from the business user survey. 

The conflicts between the respondents and the platforms they used were very heterogenous in nature. 

Most often, technical problems were the source, but a lack of transparency regarding the platform’s data 

or content policy and practices also played a role. Respondents also complained of sudden price changes 

as well as discrimination over the pricing of platform services. Most of them (47%) complained to the 

online platform in order to resolve the problem; some, however, also went to court in or outside the EU, 

or went to arbitration. Scaling back their business relationship with the platform concerned, or 

terminating it and switching to another platform, hardly seemed an option. This is in line with the initial 

finding of this chapter – namely, that the e-commerce business user that took part in this survey are 

highly dependent on the platforms they use (see Chapter 4.2.1). 

Overall, most respondents managed to resolve their conflicts with e-commerce marketplaces (Figure 

17). Of those who reported a conflict, 44% managed to resolve them without any difficulty, another 40% 

reported having some difficulties. Only around 4% were unable to find a solution to their conflict with 

the online platform. The survey does not specify whether the latter were related to differentiated 

treatment. 
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FIGURE 17. RESPONSES OF E-COMMERCE BUSINESS USERS TO THE QUESTION OF WHETHER THEIR 
PROBLEM WITH THE PLATFORM WAS RESOLVED IN THE 2019 BUSINESS USER SURVEY (%) 

Only business users that sell physical goods via online platforms, and who identified an e-commerce platform as the platform 

most important for their business; only respondents answering “yes…” to the question “Has your business ever experienced 

and problems, disputes or disagreements with the online platform …?”, N=151.  

Source: Results from the business user survey. 

To sum up, the business user survey shows that experiences of differentiated treatment are not 

widespread among those e-commerce business users who responded. Evidence does, however, exist 

that vertically integrated platforms are more likely to engage in biased behaviour, often favouring their 

own goods. Conflicts between e-commerce marketplaces and their business users do occur, but are 

resolved in the majority of cases. To gain a more detailed view of the occurrence and manifestation of 

differentiated treatment by online marketplaces, interviews with different stakeholders were 

conducted. These are detailed in the following section. 

4.3 Evidence of differentiated treatment from the interviews 

In order to gain more detailed insights into (possible) differentiated treatment of business users by e-

commerce marketplaces, a number of interviews were conducted with different stakeholders.114 The 

interviews focused on three stakeholder groups; namely, business users of e-commerce platforms (i.e. 

third-party sellers), online marketplaces, and associations representing one or both of those groups. In 

total, 23 interviews were conducted between September and December 2019 in several European 

countries. To ensure the relevance of their insights to this case study, all interviewees were active in at 

least one, but usually many, Member States. The platforms used by the interviewees and covered in the 

interviews were almost exclusively the larger ones, such as Amazon, eBay and Etsy. Business users 

stated that they required a large platform with lots of users to be able to sell cross-border, and in 

 

114 See Annex for details. 
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particular to the United States. The results of these interviews do not, therefore allow any broader 

conclusions to be made about differentiated treatment by smaller platforms, or about any possible 

differences in this behaviour between large and small platforms. 

In several cases, the interviews pointed to differentiated treatment of business users by e-commerce 

platforms. This behaviour was, however, not limited to one or two platforms but occurred more widely. 

Very generally, and in line with the results of the business user survey (see Chapter 4.2), the 

differentiated treatment of business users appears to be particularly relevant in relation to vertically 

integrated platforms, which simultaneously operate the platform business and also sell goods via the 

platform. Several interviewees commented that these types of platforms favour their own merchandise 

over the goods of third-party sellers. It should be made clear that the insights derived from interviewing 

business users of e-commerce platforms do not allow an estimation of the extent of differentiated 

treatment. Instead, they simply offer an indication of the occurrence and the specific nature of this 

behaviour. 

Table 5 provides an overview of the occurrences of differentiated treatment reported for by users of 

both types of e-commerce platforms, inspired by the taxonomy developed in Chapter 2. The results are 

explained in the subsequent section.  

TABLE 5. OCCURRENCE OF DIFFERENTIATED TREATMENT BY E-COMMERCE PLATFORMS, 
ACCORDING TO INTERVIEWEES 

  MARKED AS AN ISSUE AT LEAST ONCE 

DURING THE INTERVIEWS 

TYPE OF DIFFERENTIATED 

TREATMENT 

Details / further information Vertically integrated 

e-commerce 

platform 

Non-vertically 

integrated e-

commerce platform 

Blocking 

Fast and comprehensive blocking 

of business users  
as a reaction to a complaint or 

for another reason 
No Yes 

Fast and comprehensive blocking 

of content  

allegedly offensive or indecent 
offers or offers non-compliant 
with the terms and conditions 

Yes Yes 

Ranking or Pricing 

Better conditions for certain 

business users 

e.g. lower prices, higher 
rankings for business 
users with particularly 

attractive offer for 
users on a different or 
the same market side 

No Yes 
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Blocking or impeding business 

users offering substitutes to the 

platform’s products or services 

E.g. Increasing price or 
downgrading ranking 

of business users 
offering alternatives to 

the platform’s own 
products or services 

Yes Not relevant 

Ranking 

Blocking or impeding business 

users with low turnover on the 

platform 

e.g. downgrading rankings of 
business users with low 

turnover from the 
point of view of the 
platform, or who do 
not pay extra fees to 

the platform 

No No 

Pricing 

Individualized fees / prices  for business users according to 
their market position 
and/or willingness to 

pay 

No No 

Data access 

Self-preferencing with respect to 

data  
e.g. not sharing data with 

business users 
Yes Not relevant 

Providing high-quality data only 

to some business users 
e.g. real-time or highly 

detailed data 
No Yes 

Technical barriers 

Preinstalling own applications or 

mandatory usage of the 

platform’s services 
e.g. maps 

No No 

Restricting technical access of 

business users  
e.g. hardware access, access 

to data or interfaces 
No No 

Terms and conditions 

Determining preferential 

conditions for the platform in the 

terms and conditions  

and/or not applying certain 
terms and conditions 
to the platform’s own 

goods and services 

No Not relevant 

Not uniformly applying terms and 

conditions to all business users 

e.g. not blocking non-
compliant business 

users due to the high 
revenue they produce 

No Yes 

Customer support 

Better customer support for 

business users with high 

popularity, turnover etc.  

e.g. direct contact with a 
person versus 

automated response 
to enquiry 

No No 

Source: Compiled by the authors, based on the interviews conducted with e-commerce business users and their associations for 

this paper. 
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4.3.1. Non-vertically integrated platforms 

E-commerce platforms that are not vertically integrated represent the pure platform business model by 

facilitating transactions between sellers on the platform’s supply side, and customers on its demand 

side. In addition to well-known e-commerce platforms that operate cross-border, often across the EU 

and worldwide, numerous specialised, non-vertically integrated platforms exist. These differ with 

respect to the geographical location of their users, their product portfolio or other factors. While our 

interviewees focused on the well-known larger platforms, this is no indication that the behaviour 

observed is necessarily limited to those platforms. 

Non-vertically integrated platforms and their business users generally share similar objectives. Because 

business users often pay per listing or per transaction, a greater number of sales is preferable both for 

the business user and for the platform. Therefore, there is no conflict of interest for the platform. 

“Our interests are aligned to those of the sellers.” – non-vertically 

integrated e-commerce platform  

 

Even so, interviewees reported experiencing differentiated treatment by non-vertically integrated e-

commerce platforms in the form of the blocking of products or accounts, higher rankings for specific 

business users, more detailed access to data for some business users, and the platform’s terms and 

conditions not being uniformly applied to all business users. 

⎯ Blocking 

One interviewee described how after one of their products had not complied with the 

platform’s terms and conditions, similar but compliant products listed by the same business 

user had been blocked. The business user’s disagreement with the platform as to whether 

these listed items had actually been compliant with the terms and conditions resulted in the 

platform closing down that business user’s account completely. 

 

⎯ Ranking  

Several interviewees mentioned a recent policy by Etsy to offer the option of guaranteed free 

shipping for buyers within the United States as differentiated treatment. They claimed that 

business users who offered this option to their customers achieved a higher ranking of their 

listings (“preferred ranking”), resulting in a strong incentive to participate. While Etsy 

recommended adding the cost of shipping to the selling price to compensate for offering this 

option115, this was still a disadvantage for sellers in the EU, due to their higher shipping costs 

to customers in the United States. The design of this offer on Etsy resulted either in lower 

margins for European business users selling to the United States (in comparison to their 

American counterparts), relatively higher prices of non-American products, or the lower 

ranking of business users who did not participate. 

 

115 Etsy (2019, December 9). Garantiert kostenlosen Versand anbieten. Retrieved from 

https://help.etsy.com/hc/de/articles/360024198553?segment=selling   

https://help.etsy.com/hc/de/articles/360024198553?segment=selling
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One interviewee pointed out that on Etsy, the ranking of listings could also be influenced by 

location variables, resulting in the preferred ranking of local sellers. This is practised in the 

EU, Australia and Canada.116  

Generally, the ranking policy of non-vertically integrated platforms is dependent on a variety 

of factors which differ depending on the platform, but can include the seller’s history on the 

respective platform, price, delivery method or how recent a listing is. Interviewees 

representing platforms said that the main objective of the ranking algorithms was to offer the 

consumer a search result that was a good fit to their preferences. Many platforms aim to make 

their ranking criteria transparent to business users, and to offer them support on how to 

improve their ranking results (e.g. Etsy, eBay). 

 

⎯ Access to data 

Most interviewees were rather satisfied with the availability of data from non-vertically 

integrated platforms. However, several interviewees mentioned a number of circumstances 

in which the amount of data available to a business users could increase and hence, users 

would be treated differently. One interviewee referred to the level of payments made to the 

platform, another to the user’s status as a developer instead of simply a seller. Etsy and eBay 

both indicated, however, that all business users had access to the same type and amount of 

data. One platform explained that non-vertically integrated platforms would generally not 

share all data for commercial reasons. Another platform mentioned that one reason to provide 

only selected data was the inability of small- and medium-sized business users to analyse and 

interpret raw data, so that there was no benefit to supplying it to these users. By providing 

detailed reports instead, the platform said it put sellers in a position to better understand their 

businesses and make more informed decisions. 

 

⎯ Applying terms and conditions 

One business user complained that while terms and conditions were applied vigorously to 

some business users (see under ’Blocking’ above), they were not applied uniformly to similar 

users of the same platform. The user claimed that the platform did not block listings that were 

non-compliant listings if the seller produced large revenues due to their popularity. The user 

claimed this was a self-reinforcing process: large business users with many listings generated 

more sales which, in turn, resulted in them being ranked more highly, which again resulted 

in increased sales.  

“This is a natural process on [this platform] … one sale influences 

another sale.” – business user about a non-vertically integrated 

platform 

 

Another reason why terms and conditions are not applied uniformly may lie in differing 

regulatory regimes. One interviewee from Germany explained how a platform’s new policy 

regarding its returns policy, among others, was non-compliant with German law, while being 

 

116 Etsy (2019, December 11). How Etsy Search Works. Retrieved from https://help.etsy.com/hc/en-us/articles/115015745428-How-

Etsy-Search-Works?segment=selling  

https://help.etsy.com/hc/en-us/articles/115015745428-How-Etsy-Search-Works?segment=selling
https://help.etsy.com/hc/en-us/articles/115015745428-How-Etsy-Search-Works?segment=selling
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compliant with US law. Therefore, the platform’s requirements for the German market were 

adjusted accordingly.  

In addition to these instances, differentiated treatment may also occur as part of a platform’s strategy 

to handle larger accounts: one platform commented that while most of its sellers were subject to its 

standard terms and conditions, big sellers were able to negotiate individual contractual terms with the 

platform.117 This was, however, only relevant to one per cent of the platform’s sellers. An association 

representing platform operators stated in their interview that the sheer size of online platforms 

prevented them from tailoring the contractual relationships they have with each individual business 

user.118 

4.3.2. Vertically integrated platforms 

Vertical integration refers to a situation in which the platform, as well as acting as a marketplace, also 

acts as a business user, selling products via its marketplace. A representative of an association including 

platform businesses indicated that vertical integration was an aspiration for all of its platform members, 

in order to establish a closer connection with the platform’s users and to capture a larger share of the 

value chain. Depending on the products offered to customers by the platform itself, this business 

structure can influence competition within the marketplace. As a powerful competitor to business users 

in the marketplace, the platform can face a conflict of interest because it sets the rules for the entire 

marketplace. This conflict is obvious to the business users: in a 2019 survey of more than 800 Amazon 

sellers in the US, 44% named “competition with Amazon” as their greatest concern on the platform, 

outranking all other concerns such as reviews, other competition or fees.119  

The business users interviewed for this report did not agree on the influence of vertical integration on 

e-commerce platforms. One interviewee was convinced that Amazon’s vertical integration did not 

currently influence their business, nor would it have an effect in the future. The main reason for this 

was the seller’s opinion that Amazon was not interested in copying niche products, whereas small 

business users possessed a greater production flexibility, giving them the edge. The same interviewee 

did, however, point out that Amazon’s strategy was to buy large quantities of a product from a business 

user, then copy it and drive down costs so massively that the original producer was pushed out of the 

market.  

The business users of vertically integrated platforms who were interviewed for this report identified 

several forms of differentiated treatment, in particular: blocking, obstructing business users that offer 

substitutes to the platform’s own products, as well as the self-preferencing of the platform with regard 

to data access. 

⎯ Blocking 

An association representing business users of platforms mentioned that, before Christmas, its 

members had been blocked from selling a certain very popular toy via a vertically integrated 

platform on which it had previously been possible. Stopping business users from offering this 

product enabled the platform to sell the same toy itself and collect the profit. 

 

117 Derived from interview. 
118 Derived from interview. 

119 Feedvisor. (2019, December 10). The State of the Amazon Marketplace 2019. Retrieved from 

https://feedvisor.com/resources/amazon-trends/the-state-of-the-amazon-marketplace-2019/ 

https://feedvisor.com/resources/amazon-trends/the-state-of-the-amazon-marketplace-2019/
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⎯ Ranking 

The ranking order used by vertically integrated e-commerce platforms was a major concern 

for some interviewees. Most of them referred to Amazon. Without providing specific 

examples, the interviewees said that vertically integrated e-commerce platforms designed 

their ranking algorithm in such a way that their own products were ranked “suspiciously” 

high in many different product categories.  

However, not all interviewees agreed on this. Several Amazon business users said that they 

did not believe ranking was a problem on the platform and instead regarded the ranking of 

Amazon’s own products as organic. Amazon itself stated that its own products were ranked 

according to the same, transparent ranking criteria as those of business users. The platform 

assumed that for some products, Amazon might possibly adapt better to those criteria, so that 

its products ranked more highly. In contrast, an association of business users said it would be 

helpful for its users to be able to obtain more information on ranking methodology, implying 

that there was currently insufficient transparency. In this context, one platform association 

mentioned the trade-off between the full transparency of the ranking criteria and easy-to-

understand terms and conditions. The more information the latter contained (e.g. with respect 

to ranking), the more challenging they would probably be to understand. Therefore, a balance 

was deemed necessary.  

An association representing business users of vertically integrated e-commerce platforms 

raised another issue: if consumers ordered a product via Amazon’s personal assistant Alexa, 

and Alexa made a suggestion, the consumer would probably not know which seller sold this 

product, or who also offered this product at what price. The association feared that Amazon 

would primarily promote and sell its own products in this way. 

 

⎯ Data access 

Access to the data collected by vertically integrated e-commerce platforms was by far the most 

important issue for most business users and their associations. Business users reported that 

they often received data from the e-commerce platform they use, but in general they deemed 

the amount and type of this data to be insufficient for their needs. Most referred to Amazon 

in this context.120  

“By not providing the data to sellers but using [them] for Amazon 

retail, Amazon has a huge and unfair advantage …” – business user on 

data access 

 

Most business users stated that the data they received from Amazon allowed them to run their 

business efficiently. However, compared to the data that was available to Amazon itself and 

its retail arm, they thought the data they had access to was inadequate. One business user said 

they would benefit from data on which websites or products his customers came from, or from 

click or bounce rates. Understandably, most business users would have reservations about 

 

120 On July 17, 2019, the EU Commission opened an antitrust investigation into Amazon and its behaviour in the context of data 

and its vertically integrated structure. European Commission. (2019, July 17). Antitrust: Commission opens investigation into 

possible anti-competitive conduct of Amazon [Press release]. Retrieved from 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_19_4291 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_19_4291
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competitors being able to access performance data for their business – but this business user 

reasoned that because Amazon, as a competitor, already had access to such data and therefore 

the business should be allowed to use that data itself too. Amazon can use that performance 

data from business users to develop new products or to improve existing ones, something that 

third-party sellers are unable to do. This view was supported by an association of business 

users, which explained that Amazon used the data to identify successful products in its 

marketplace, in order to copy them and sell them at a lower price than the original producer. 

“Amazon owns the customer.” – business user on data sharing 

 

Several business users mentioned that they lacked access to their customers’ contact 

information. An association of business users brought product safety up as a concern in this 

context: If a product needed to be recalled due to quality concerns, it was impossible for 

business users to contact the customer directly because vertically integrated platforms did not 

allow them to do so. This resulted in preventable delays. One platform explained that 

customer identification data was part of their business model. If they shared this information 

with their business users, these businesses might approach the customers directly, 

circumventing the platform and thus endangering its business model. Another e-commerce 

platform adopted a different approach, allowing direct contact between business users and 

customers. 

While business users would like to gain access to more data, one of their associations noted 

that it was unclear what data platforms collected that could be made available. They also said 

that raw data were not sufficient for many business users – instead, they would like to access 

more analytics provided by the platforms. However, they feared that it might be a challenge 

to arrive at a fair price. One association of platform operators also referred to the difficulty of 

determining a price for data. Because it data is costly to collect, store and aggregate, this 

platform investment would need to be compensated by users paying for access to the data. 

Otherwise, the platform’s business model would be endangered due to the lack of an incentive 

for data collection and processing. But, as another platform association pointed out, it is 

possible to implement contractual solutions for platforms and business users that regulate 

access to data.  

According to several platforms and their associations, what data they shared with business 

users was strongly influenced by the regulatory framework. One platform mentioned 

antitrust law, which required the platform to share only selected data in order not to enable 

collusion between competing business users. An association pointed out that personal data 

were covered under the European General Data Protection Legislation (GDPR), which 

prevented platforms from sharing them.  

“[GDPR is not an] excuse …it’s a legal framework” – platform 

association about restrictions for data sharing 

 

Aside from these regulatory challenges to data sharing, one association representing 

platforms, among others, identified technical barriers: The structure of the data, it said, was 

highly complex. Sharing data with business users would involve incurring high costs to revise 
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and rewrite the back-end code. They compared Amazon to a supermarket that also had access 

to more data than the brands it sells, while also selling its own brands.121 

In general, vertically integrated platforms are similar to non-vertically integrated platforms in the sense 

that they depend on the third-part sales and aim to keep the sellers satisfied. One platform association, 

acknowledging that in complaints that cannot be resolved straightforwardly do occur, argued that the 

majority of business users were content with the services and the opportunities provided by the 

platforms. This correlates with the results of the business user survey (see Chapter 4.2.2.). According to 

the association representative, antitrust investigations into individual cases would demonstrate or not 

whether there was merit to the business users’ claims about differentiated treatment. However, the 

interviewee argued that such claims did not apply to the platform economy overall. 

One platform raised the issue of distinguishing between the behaviour of smaller and larger platforms. 

Compared with bigger platforms, this platform said it had much more limited resources for data 

analytics, but also for dealing with the different regulatory frameworks in different EU countries. From 

a platform’s point of view, it appears vital to consider the question of its size and resources, as well as 

the different pieces of legislation (such as the P2B regulation and the GDPR) with which it has to comply. 

This view was echoed by a platform association, which pointed out that, especially for smaller 

platforms, treating similar business users differently was not an option because such a reputation would 

spread, and rival platforms would benefit (by attracting their former or potential business users). 

Instead, the association said, smaller e-commerce platforms would often find themselves under 

pressure from large business users that behaved uncooperatively. One example of this was the refusal 

of some large business users to grant a smaller platform access to their APIs, making manual data 

transfer necessary, while still wanting to be represented on the platform.  

4.3.3. Redress mechanisms of e-commerce platforms 

If business users encounter differentiated treatment by e-commerce marketplace, or other problems in 

their relationship with an online platform, their first avenue of redress is with the respective platform 

itself. Usually, e-commerce platforms offer redress mechanisms both for consumers and for business 

users. While the specific mechanisms differ between platforms, for business users they typically offer a 

way to contact the platform users. In this respect, interviews revealed no clear differences between 

vertically integrated and non-vertically integrated platforms. 

“[The] redress process is very specific for each platform” – platform 

association 

 

 

121 This aspect is also mentioned by the Expert Group of the EU Observatory on the Online Platform Economy in its paper on 

differentiated treatment. The experts point out that “the effects of differentiation on online platforms differ considerably from 

the context of supermarkets due to differences in business models, scale and issues relating to the use of data and algorithms for 

personalisation that are specific to the online environment. As a result, the fact that differentiated treatment has so far not led to 

competition concerns in the context of supermarkets does not mean that equivalent practices should be tolerated in the online 

platform economy.” (Expert Group of the EU Observatory on the Online Platform Economy. (2019). Differentiated treatment work 

stream – Observatory online platform economy. Forthcoming). 
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The redress mechanisms, according to one platform association, were very diverse and could include, 

among others, one or several of the following:  

⎯ forms to fill out 

⎯ phone numbers or email addresses to contact  

⎯ third-party intervention in case of conflict (e.g. mediation) 

The challenges identified by interviews in relation to the redress process generally centred on the 

standardised way in which platforms dealt with complaints or requests. In the case of Etsy, for instance, 

a business user described the appeal process in detail, indicating a familiarity with it and hence the 

transparency of the procedure. This process caused discontent in some instances because business users 

felt that they received generic responses from support personnel that did not suit their specific cases. 

Several interviewees stated that follow-up letters and other attempts at communication were ignored, 

unless the business user succeeded in escalating a request to a higher-up position at the platform. One 

interviewee saw a lack of training among support personnel as the root cause of this. 

Depending on the platform, business users are often very small businesses or solo entrepreneurs (see 

Chapter 4.1). When getting in touch with large American online marketplaces, an interviewee said that 

language barriers can make it harder for such business users to interact with the platform. The platform 

used by this interviewee offered phone support in English, but not in the interviewee’s native language. 

Also, time taken for support staff at the same platform to reply was deemed too slow when compared 

to the reply times required by the platform from business users in the case of customer requests. 

Another issue mentioned by the business users interviewed, in the context of e-commerce platforms’ 

redress mechanisms, was the platform’s behaviour in the event of disputes between a business user and 

a customer. There was consensus among interviewees that the platform mostly sided with the customer, 

and offered little or no support to the business user. One e-commerce platform observed that it was 

unsurprising for a seller to complain about its redress mechanism if the platform resolved a case in 

favour of a customer. A platform association maintained that online marketplaces had to balance the 

interests of their different user groups.  

“Business users are not always right in the same way that [consumers] 

are not always right.” – platform association on balancing the interests 

of different user groups 

 

According to one platform, complaints from business users frequently occurred because the business 

user violated the platform’s terms and conditions and then complained about the consequences. 

Another frequent cause was discontent with search result rankings. However, this platform believed 

that the number of complaints it received from business users was small compared to the number of 

complaints from customers (who were dissatisfied with the quality or specification of a product). 
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5 Conclusion 

Differentiated treatment of business users by online platforms refers to the use by platforms of their 

gatekeeping position and/or market power to apply dissimilar conditions to similar business users. It 

may relate to pricing, ranking results or data access, for instance. Our analysis reveals that while 

platforms may apply differentiated treatment for a number of reasons, these can be grouped into two 

categories: either the platform’s objective is to increase its revenue, or there are regulatory or technical 

necessities for such behaviour.  

⎯ Regulatory or technical necessities: online platforms’ incentives to apply differentiated treatment 

in these cases are not economic. Instead, differentiated treatment is driven by circumstances. 

First, specific technical requirements at the business user’s end (such as specific hardware or 

software) can result in differentiated treatment between those business users who meeting the 

requirements and those who do not. Second, the regulatory framework, such as data 

protection regulation, may impose conditions that result in differentiated treatment.  

⎯ Increasing revenue: this motive for applying differentiated treatment can explain many types 

of differentiating behaviour by online platforms. These include blocking listings or accounts, 

manipulating rankings or prices, restricting access to data, imposing technical barriers upon 

business users, as well as differentiated terms and conditions or customer support. A platform 

may attempt to increase its revenue by increasing its sales or market share, expanding into 

other markets, improving its gatekeeping position, lowering its costs, increasing the fees for 

business users. Increasing revenue is therefore the core economic incentive for differentiated 

treatment of business users by online platforms. 

In this context, two types of online platforms must be distinguished: vertically integrated and non-

vertically integrated. The latter is a platform in the pure sense of the definition, namely an online space 

where users are brought together by an operator in order to facilitate interactions. The platform does 

not take part in these interactions itself. Vertically integrated platforms, in contrast, combine being a 

platform operator with being a participant in interactions on that platform. One example is an e-

commerce marketplace in which the operator uses the marketplace to sell its own products.  

These two types of online platforms possess different incentives for differentiated treatment. Vertically 

integrated online platforms can apply self-preferencing methods of differentiated treatment in order to 

gain a competitive edge over the business users of the platform. Unfavourable treatment of products or 

services that are substitutes for the platform’s own offerings, or the mandatory use of the platform’s 

own services, are types of differentiated treatment that can only be applied by vertically integrated 

online platforms. Self-preferencing with respect to data can also occur if the platform is not vertically 

integrated but aims to expand into other markets, for example. 

Differentiated treatment can occur in good faith. This is the case if there are technical or regulatory 

restrictions (as mentioned above) that force a platform operator to apply dissimilar conditions to similar 

business users. Sometimes, platforms apply differentiated treatment to the benefit of the consumers. 

The fast blocking of listings or accounts or bundling can also imply good faith (but do not have to). 

However, differentiated treatment can also mean that a platform solely fosters its own interests at the 
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expense of business users and consumers. Oftentimes, distinguishing “good faith” and “bad faith” 

differentiated treatment can be difficult.   

If a listing was blocked by a platform due to offensive or indecent content, for instance, this would be 

in good faith if the listing was indeed offensive or indecent. If it was not offensive or indecent, such 

differentiated treatment would simply foster the platform’s own interests – such as promoting its own 

substitute for the blocked products. Similarly, if mandatory bundling of a product with a platform 

service ensured the highest possible quality or security, differentiated treatment due to such bundling 

would serve the customer’s interest. However, if such bundling excluded a business user’s alternative, 

similar offers, the platform would employ differentiated treatment in its own interests only. These 

examples demonstrate that in practice, a case-by-case review is necessary to determine the root-cause 

for differentiated treatment. Very generally, two questions help determining if differentiated treatment 

occurs in good faith: 

1) Do technical restrictions or the regulatory framework prevent similar treatment of similar 

business users by the platform? 

2) Do consumers benefit from the differentiated treatment of business users by the platform? 

If one of these questions can be answered in the affirmative, differentiated treatment occurring in good 

faith is likely. 

In order to determine more specific details of differentiated behaviour by online platforms, two separate 

case studies were conducted in this paper: one covering applications for mobile devices (‘apps’), and 

the other covering e-commerce marketplaces. The main objective of the case studies was to analyse the 

scope of differentiated treatment from a business user’s perspective. Data were collected using an online 

survey of business users as well as detailed interviews with stakeholders including business users, 

representatives of platforms, and associations representing one or both of these groups. These data 

represent the most detailed quantitative and qualitative information to date on the issue of the 

differentiated treatment of business users by online platforms.  

APPLICATIONS FOR MOBILE DEVICES 

The great importance of Apple App Store and Google Play Store to the distribution of apps, and the fact 

that these platforms themselves offer their own apps, suggest that differentiated treatment could be an 

issue. 

However, the results of the online survey and the interviews reveal that differentiated treatment occurs. 

The survey does not indicate that differentiated treatment is a predominating problem in the app store 

market. Even so, business users indicate that differentiated treatment by app store platforms does occur 

to a certain extent, and that it takes several forms. The interviews, in particular, reveal some discontent 

on the part of app developers over the issue of differentiated treatment.  

The interviews show that small businesses, in particular, appreciate the opportunities offered to them 

by the two app stores available. Most of their revenue was generated on these platforms. 12 interviewees 

said that they think that platforms favour their own products or services. Hence, the interviews indicate 

that differentiated treatment does indeed exist in the context of app stores. 
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An efficient redress mechanism may mitigate at least some of the negative effects of differentiated 

treatment. Furthermore, a platform can have legitimate reasons for applying certain types of 

differentiated treatment. Hence, a case-by-case analysis must be conducted in order to determine 

whether such differentiated treatment is justified. 

E-COMMERCE 

Business users of e-commerce marketplaces are generally very dependent on online platforms. Despite 

this, most respondents in our non-representative survey agreed that the online platform that was most 

important for their business treated its business users in a fair and unbiased way. A similar result occurs 

with regard to data access, which the business users of e-commerce platforms generally find easy. This 

result does not necessarily point to the widespread occurrence of differentiated treatment, even taking 

the limitations of the survey into account.  

Some cases of differentiated treatment were reported, however. Unfair treatment by the platform 

involving the placement of advertising was the behaviour most frequently cited by survey respondents, 

followed by the ranking of listings and the pricing of the platform’s services. The interviews conducted 

with the business users of e-commerce platforms confirmed the relevance of differentiated treatment in 

the form of manipulated ranking results. Lack of access to data was also mentioned. 

Vertical integration of e-commerce platforms seems to have an influence on differentiated treatment. 

More than half of the respondents whose main platform offered the same or similar products as they 

did, had a perception of self-preferencing by the platform. While this does not prove differentiated 

treatment, it is a strong indicator for it in markets with vertically integrated online marketplaces.  

Some interviewees regarded self-preferencing by vertically integrated e-commerce platforms as a way 

to push competing business users out of the market. They viewed a lack of access to data as a means by 

which platforms are able to gain a competitive advantage over business users. The ultimate intention 

of this behaviour by platforms is to maximize their revenue. The motives of non-vertically integrated e-

commerce platforms to engage in differentiated treatment are not clear-cut. In theory, the platform’s 

interests are aligned to those of its business users. However, the platform also strives to maximise 

revenue. Ranking the offerings of popular business users more highly, or allowing large accounts to 

negotiate individual terms and conditions, could be used to this end. 

Differentiated treatment can have a severe impact on the business users affected. Depending on the type 

of differentiated treatment, its impact ranges from a loss of revenue on the part of the business user, to 

a complete shutdown of operations if its account is suspended. Revenue can be lost directly if 

unfavourable ranking results reduce the number of sales or higher costs for the platform’s services cut 

into the business user’s margins. Lost revenue can also occur if the business user is not able to exploit 

the full potential of its product, e.g. if a lack of data results in a business user’s non-optimal sales 

strategy. In all cases, differentiated treatment by e-commerce marketplaces comes at a monetary cost 

for the business users affected. 

In the event of conflict, most of the business users affected report that they complained to the online 

platform to resolve their problem. Overall, most conflicts between the respondents and their e-

commerce marketplaces were resolved. Few business users who experience disagreements with the 

platform switch to another platform.  
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 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

The analysis conducted in the realm of this paper is based on several sources of data that provide 

insights into differentiated treatment of business users by online platforms. However, it focusses on two 

sectors, apps and e-commerce. Future research could expand into other sectors of the online platform 

economy, such as travel and accommodation, mobility or services. Potentially, online platforms can 

grow large quickly, allowing them to interact with many business users which would be affected by 

differentiated treatment. These possible dynamics might make it worthwhile to explore differentiated 

treatment in other sectors than the ones covered in this paper and collect additional evidence.  

The data collected and analysed for this paper offers the most detailed information on differentiated 

treatment in the EU available at present. In order to gain even more knowledge on the extent of 

differentiated treatment, future research could focus on collecting evidence of differentiated treatment 

at different points in time to build a time series. This would expand the analysis of this paper and allow 

for conclusions on the development of differentiated treatment of business users by online platforms. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper demonstrates that differentiated treatment by online platforms – defined as applying 

dissimilar conditions to similar business users – can occur for different reasons. On the one hand, the 

technical or regulatory framework can make such platform behaviour necessary. On the other hand, 

online platforms can use differentiated treatment to increase their revenues. This includes platform 

behaviour that aims at increasing the benefits for the consumers, e.g. by offering individualized services 

or ensuring a high quality of the facilitated transactions. However, differentiated treatment can also aim 

at increasing revenue for the platform without benefits for the consumers. In such cases, differentiated 

treatment obstructs competition between the business users of online platforms and – in case of 

vertically integrated platforms – between business users and the platform itself. According to the data 

collected for this paper, vertically integrated platforms seem to possess a stronger incentive to apply 

such behaviour than non-integrated platforms. The evidence gathered in the context of this paper 

pointed to occasional instances of differentiated treatment of business users. However, due to the non-

representative sample of the survey analysed, its results need to be interpreted carefully and should be 

complemented by a broader evidence base before firm policy conclusions can be drawn.  
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A Annex 

A.1 List of interviews 

TABLE 6. LIST OF INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED BETWEEN SEPTEMBER AND DECEMBER 2019 

CASE STUDY NUMBER OF INTERVIEWS 

Business users 

Vertically 

integrated 

platforms 

Non-vertically 

integrated 

platforms 

Other Total 

Apps 15 2 0 6 23 

E-Commerce 8 4 4 7 23 

Total 23 6 4 13 46 

 

A.2 Interview questions for business users 

The following interview guide was used for the interviews conducted with business users for the paper. 

During the interviews, the objective of the interviewer was to cover all the questions in the guide. 

However, this does not imply that the guide was always followed step by step. Note that the guide did 

not include questions 13, 14 and 19 to 22 when the interviews began in September 2019. These questions 

were included in the guide at the end of October 2019, following suggestions by DG COMP. All 

interviewees who had been interviewed using the original, shorter guide were contacted again to 

include the updated questions.  

Interview Questions for Business Users 

“Thank you for participating in this interview. It is part of an analytical research paper on 

differentiated treatment of business users of online platforms that we conduct for the 

European Commission. Before we start, I have a few preliminary questions: 

• I would like to record the interview. This helps us to incorporate all the thoughts you 

shared with us correctly. Do you agree with recording the interview? 

- Yes 

- No 
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• In our study, we will quote statements of the interviews, but we will not attribute 

statements to any individual person or organization. However, we could imagine 

including a list of persons or organizations that were interviewed. Do you agree with 

your name being included in such a list of interviewees? 

- Yes 

- No 

• Do you have any questions before we move to the main section of the interview? 

- Yes: ____________________________ 

- No 

 

A  Type of business 

First of all, I would like to learn more about your company or business. 

1. Where is your company based? 

 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Where are your customers based? 

 

___________________________________________________________  

 

3. How many employees does your business have? 

 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

4. How long have you been in business? 

 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

5. Since when do you use the internet to sell your products or services? 

 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

Parts of our study focus on app developers respectively business users of e-commerce 

platforms. 

6. Is your business active in the distribution of software applications for mobile 

devices (apps) or would you call your business a part of e-commerce? If not, what 

is the sector that you are active in? 

- Apps 
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- E-commerce 

- Other. Please specify: _________________________ 

The study deals with differentiated treatment of business users of online platforms, so I 

would like to confirm their relevance for your business dealings: Generally, an online 

platform uses the internet to facilitate economically beneficial interactions between two or 

more independent user-groups. 

7. Do you use at least one platform to find customers and if yes, how relevant are 

platforms for your business? 

- Yes, biggest share of business is done via platforms 

- Yes, platforms are as important as other distribution 

channels 

- Yes, small share of business is done via platforms 

- No 

- Not Sure 

 

8. How many online platforms do you use for doing your business and which ones? 

- Only one: __________________________________ 

- 2-4: ________________________________________ 

- At least 5: ___________________________________ 

- No answer/ cannot answer 

Please consider in all the following questions the platform which is most important for your 

business. 

9. Which platforms are most important for your business? 

_____________________________________________ 

Some online platforms are vertically integrated. This means that the platform company itself 

is also selling products and services via its platform. An example is Amazon which uses 

amazon.com to sell goods to consumers but also gives other sellers the opportunity to use 

the marketplace for selling. Not vertically integrated, in this respect, means that you just run 

a marketplace. eBay is an example for such a type of business. 

10. Are the platforms which are most important for your business vertically 

integrated?  

- Vertically integrated 

- Not vertically integrated 

- No answer/ cannot answer 

 

B  Differentiated treatment with respect to characteristics of business users 

In our study, we are trying to look at how online platforms interact with business users. It is 

possible that an online platform applies dissimilar conditions to non-equivalent situations. 
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Dissimilar conditions can mean different prices, differences in ranking positions or 

differences in the access to data, for example. Non-equivalent situations of business users 

imply that these differ in some respect and are not equal. 

11. Do the platforms which are most important for your business treat business users 

differently according to their specific characteristics? (More than one answer 

possible) 

- Yes, different prices are charged 

- Yes, ranking positions of products/services differ 

- Yes, there are differences in data shared 

- Yes, in a different way: _________________ 

- No 

- No answer/Cannot answer 

 

12. Which characteristics of the business users determine the conditions for the usage 

of the platform? 

- Please, specify: __________________________ 

 

13. Would you say that the platforms treat their business users unfairly to promote 

their own product or service? 

- Yes 

- No 

- No answer/Cannot answer 

 

14. Do you have access to the same functionalities needed in app development as 

developers working for the same company that owns the system? 

- Yes 

- No, please specify: ____________________ 

- No answer/Cannot answer 

 

C Differentiated treatment in a narrow sense 

We have so far talked about online platforms applying different conditions to business users 

with different characteristics. Differentiated treatment in a narrow sense, however, can be 

defined as applying dissimilar conditions to equivalent situations (According to Art. 102 c 

TFEU). 

15. Does the platform which is most important for your business treat equivalent 

business users differently? (More than one answer possible) 

- Yes, different prices are charged 

- Yes, ranking positions of products/ services differ 

- Yes, there are differences in data shared 
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- Yes, other way: _________________ 

- No 

- No answer/ cannot answer 

I would like to know more about the differentiated treatment you just mentioned. 

16. How did you learn about differentiated treatment of the platform? 

Please specify: _______________________________ 

 

Next, I would like to understand the effects of this treatment. 

17. What were the effects of the differentiated treatment on your business? 

17a. If different prices were charged, please specify the consequences: 

 

   ___________________________________ 

17b. If ranking positions differed, please specify the consequences: 

 

   ___________________________________ 

17c. If there were differences in data shared, please specify the consequences: 

 

   ___________________________________ 

17d. If other forms of differentiated treatment were applied, please specify the 

consequences:  

 

   ___________________________________  

There seem to have been negative effects of the differentiated treatment on your business. 

18. Were you able to mitigate these negative effects? 

- Yes, completely by: _____________________ 

- Yes, partly by: ________________________ 

- No 

- No answer/Cannot answer 

 

19. If you are the editor of one or several applications, have you experienced situations 

where the operating system of devices (phones, iPads or other connected objects) 

or the API discriminate against your application software by restricting access to 
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any function or any part of the hardware (for example the battery, the NFC chip, 

etc…)?  

Please explain how and what the consequences for your business are 

 

 

 

20. If you are the editor of one or several applications, have you experienced any 

differentiated treatment of your business compared to others which has led to a 

restriction of the distribution of your application to your end users? (For example, 

differentiated restrictions to the access to the application store) 

- Yes, please specify: _______________________ 

- No 

- No answer/Cannot answer 

 

 

21. Have you experienced situations where a differentiated treatment has been put in 

place in regard of the default values in the operating system of devices (for 

example pre-installed elements which cannot be deleted, reserved screen space, 

other)?  

- Yes, please specify: _______________________ 

- No 

- No answer/Cannot answer 

 

22. Are you able to manage default values and uninstall elements of the app store’s 

system (within limits of consistency and security)? How important is that? What 

are positive/negative impacts? 

 

 

D Redress mechanism 

Next, I would like to explore possibilities for redress. Redress possibilities are a possibility to 

object to a certain practice, for example by filing a complaint at the platform, complain at 

authorities, or start court cases, with the aim to get the practice changes, and where 

applicable receive compensation for one’s grievance. 

 

23. Does your platform offer a redress mechanism for business users? 

- Yes 

- No 

- No answer/ cannot answer 

I would like to learn more about the redress mechanism. 

24. How does the redress mechanism work? 
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_________________________________________________________ 

25. Have you used it for complaining about being treated differently?  

- Yes 

- No 

- No answer/Cannot answer 

 

26. If applicable, what was the result of the complaint of being treated differently?  

- Problem was solved completely 

- Problem was nearly solved 

- Small improvements 

- No positive effects 

- Other, please specify: ______________________________________ 

- No answer/Cannot answer 

 

27. Have you complained to another entity about being treated differently? 

- European Commission 

- National authority 

- Via business association 

- Other, please specify: ______________________________________ 

- No answer/ cannot answer 

 

28. If applicable, what was the result of the complaint of being treated differently?  

- Problem was solved completely 

- Problem was nearly solved 

- Small improvements 

- No positive effects 

- Other, please specify: ______________________________________ 

- No answer/ cannot answer 

 

 

E  Closing remarks 

Thank you so much for your time and openness. We will make sure to include your 

experiences in the study. But we also want to give you the opportunity to address problems 

of business users of platforms that were not mentioned in the questions above. 

 

29. Is there anything you would like to add, comments you would like to share with 

us or things that are important from your perspective and that you would like us to 

include in the report? 

- No 

- Yes, please specify: ________________________” 


